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CHAPTER 1. Introduction and Results 
The study of large deviations possesses a deep and well-developed theory with the 
earliest work dating at least back to Cramer in 1933 who studied the deviations of 
the empirical mean of a sequence of independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) random 
variables. With respect to dependent variables, important and wide-ranging work was 
done in the 1970's and 80's by Donsker and Varadhan ([10],[11]), Ney and Nummelin 
([19]-[21]), and de Acosta ([l]-[4]) with respect to stationary Markovian observations, and 
Plachky and Steinback ([22]), Ellis [12] and Gartner ([13]) for models which admit more 
general dependencies but are more stringent in other ways. Although there is no unified 
"large deviations" theory which applies to every model, there are several well developed 
techniques which work in many situations, and several basic texts which illustrate these 
methods, e.g. [9], [15] among others. However, there are still elementary large deviations 
questions open with respect to some relatively simply stated processes currently in use 
in the modeling of various physical systems. For instance, although there are some 
large deviation bounds for non-homogeneous Markov processes which form the basis 
of popular optimization algorthims such as the Metropolis, simple annealing or Gibbs 
sampler algorithms (e.g. Catoni [8]), these estimates with respect to the positions of the 
process are not in the form of a "large deviation principle" (LDP). In this context, it is 
natural to ask about LDP's with respect to related processes for the empirical averages, 
which are more regular than the positions. 
A prime difficulty, however, in establishing LDP's for non-homogeneous Markov vari­
ables is that a priori non-autonomous deterministic systems can be thought of as Marko-
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vian and so all sorts of wild behaviors are possible. Hence, one should not expect an all 
encompassing theorem. The challege then is to define a proper class of non-homogeneity 
to work with which is interesting and tractable to large deviation estimates. In the 
literature, there are a few articles which treat, in a general way, an intermediate case of 
non-stationarity, namely Markov chains whose transition kernels are chosen at random 
from a stationary process. The results here are then to prove an LDP for almost all 
realized non-homogeneous Markov chains chosen in this fashion (Seppàlâinen [25] and 
Kifer [17]). Also, we mention that an LDP has been shown for a class of "near" station­
ary processes (Baxter, Jain and Seppàlâinen [6]). But the non-homogeneous processses 
considered in [6] are close to irreducible stationary chains and so the effect of reducibil-
ity, a key concern in optimization schemes, is not explored there. In addition, although 
these articles explain the large deviations of non-homogeneous processes with a strong 
stationary component, for the most part only abstract existence theorems are proved. 
In view of these comments, the goal of this thesis then is to provide an LDP with an 
explicit rate function which indicates concretely how deviations are formed for empirical 
means with respect to a natural class of "perturbed" non-homogeneous Markov chains 
on a finite state-space which includes many stochastic optimization procedures. 
Let S = {1,2,..., r} be a finite set of points. Let P n  =  { p n [ i , j )  ' •  i , j  6 E) be an 
r x r stochastic matrix for n > 1, and n be a distribution on E. Let now 
be the (non-homogeneous) Markov measure on the sequence space E°° with Borel sets 
S(E°°) corresponding to initial distribution TT and transition kernels {Pn}. That is. with 
respect to the coordinate process, X0, A^,..we have the Markov property 
F>7r(A.n^.i = j|A0, Ai, . . . , An_i, A„ = i) = Pn+1 ( & ,  J  )  
for all i , j  € S and n  > 0. In this context, we see that Pn+1 controls "transitions" 
b e t w e e n  t i m e s  n  a n d  n  +  1 .  
It will be convenient also to define X n  =  (A%,. . . ,  X n )  as the process up to time n .  
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and also X l k  =  ( X k ,  •  •  • , X/), for 0 < k  <  /, as the observations between times k  and /. 
In addition, for B E S(S°°) and 1 < fc < /, we define 
E B) = P7r(X^+1 E B \ X k  =  x ) .  
Also, when the measure TT is the point mass Sx on a state x E S, we simply denote P^ 
AS PJ;. 
We now describe the the class of non-homogeneous process focused upon in the 
article. These are the Markov chains where the transition kernels are asymptotically 
close to a fixed stochastic matrix. Let TT be a distribution and P be a stochastic matrix 
on S. Define the collection A = A(TT, P) by 
A = {P*({&}) : lim & = P}. 
n~¥ oo 
The collection A can be thought of as perturbations of the stationary Markov chain run 
with P, and is a natural class in which to explore how "non-homogeneity" enters into 
the large deviation picture. We also note that this class has been studied in connection 
with other types of problems such as ergodicity (Isaacson and Madsen [16]), laws of large 
numbers ([26] and Winkler [27]), and fluctuations (Hanen [14]). 
Let now f : Y, Rd be a. d > 1 dimensional function. Let also P7R({PN}) E A(TT, P) 
be a "perturbed" non-homogeneous Markov measure. In terms of the coordinate process, 
define the additive sums Zn = Zn(f ) and Zlk(f ) = Zlk for n > 1 and 0 < k < I by 
Z
- >  =  ; Z f ( X < )  - e l  Z >  =  —  
i—1 i=k  
More precisely, the goal of this paper is to understand the large deviation behavior of the 
induced distributions of {Zn : n > 1} with respect to P7r({Pn}). An immediate question 
which comes to mind asks whether these large deviations differ from the deviations with 
respect to the stationary chain run with P. The general answer found in our work is 
"yes" and "no," and as might be suspected depends on the rate of convergence P„ —> P 
and the structure of the limit matrix P. 
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More specifically, when P is an irreducible matrix, it turns out that the large de­
viation of behavior of {Zn} under P„.({Pn}) is exactly that under the stationary chain 
associated with P no matter the rate of convergence of Pn to P. Therefore, perhaps 
the most interesting case is when the target matrix P is reducible. In this situation, 
the large deviations of {Znj depend both on the type of reducibilities of P and the 
convergence rate of Pn to P, and fall roughly into three distinct categories. Namely, 
when the convergence speed is "very" fast, the large deviation behavior is the same as 
for the stationary Markov chain run under P; when the speed is "slow," one obtains 
a "trivial" large deviation behavior; and finally when the speed is "intermediate." a 
non-trivial behavior is found which differs from stationarity. Moreover, these behaviors 
are characterized in terms of an explicit rate function which illustrates that among all 
paths which lead to a deviation those which minimize certain "routing" and "resting" 
costs are selected. 
We now develop some definitions and notation to state the main theorems. Let P 
be a  m a t r i x  o n  E  a n d  l e t  C  C  S  b e  a  s u b s e t  o f  s t a t e s .  D e f i n e  P c  =  { p ( i , j )  :  i , j  E  C }  
as the corresponding submatrix. We say that Pc is non-negative, denoted Pc > 0, if all 
entries are non-negative. Analogously, Pc is positive, denoted Pc > 0, if its entries are 
all positive. We say Pc is stochastic if Pc > 0 and all rows add to 1, X^ec P(^J) ~ 1 
for all i E C. Also, we say Pc is primitive if there is an integer k > 1 such that Pfi > 0 
is positive. In addition, we say Pc is irreducible if for any z, j E C, there is a finite path 
i = x0,xu ... ,xn = j in C with positive probability, Pc{x0, x\) • • • Pc{xr-\, xn ) > 0. 
The period of a state i E C is defined as dc(i) = g.c.djn > 1 : Pg(i. i) > 0). When 
Pc is irreducible, all states in C have the same period which we denote as dr. When 
de — 1, we say Pc is aperiodic. When dc > 2, we say that Pc is periodic with period 
dc• Finally, note that Pc is primitive if and only if Pc is irreducible and aperiodic if 
and only if (Pc)r > 0. 
In the following, we will apply the convention that ±oo -0 = 0 and log 0 = —oc. 
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We now specify "extended" large deviation rate functions for Z n ( f )  restricted to a 
set C C S under the stationary process with respect to non-negative P. For, A G Rrf, 
define the "tilted" matrix He,a,/ = H^a by 
nc,A = (1.1) 
Clearly, when Pc is irreducible, we have He,A is irreducible for any A and /, and in this 
case, let us define 
p ( C ,  A) = p(C, A; /) as the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of He,a- (1.2) 
Define now the extended function Icj : R6' —>• R U {oo} by 
Ic,/(z)= sup{(A,z)-logXC,A)}. (1.3) 
It can be seen that Ic , f  satisfies an "extended" LDP. Namely, consider the stationary 
chain run with P, that is, in our notation, when Pn = P for n > 1. Then, for .r0 G (\ 
and a Borel set B C Rd, we have 
- inf IC j ( x )  < lim— log F X o ( Z n  G £, X n  €  C n )  
xeB° n 
< lim^ log F X o ( Z n  G £ ,  X n  G C n )  
< - inf l c , f ( x ) .  (1.4) 
xeB 
Let Q c j  C Rd be the convex compact domain of finiteness, Q c j  —  { x  G Rd :  Ic j { x )  <  
oo}. We will also denote for Borel BcRd that Ic,f(B) — inf^gg lCj(x). [see Appendix 
for more details and a proof.] 
For an r x r stochastic matrix P, we now recall the important "upper block" form. 
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[24] (Section 1.2). By reordering S if necessary, the matrix P may be put in form 
P = 
C/(0,0) c/(0,l) C/(0,Mo) 
0 2(1) [/(1,2) ... (7(1,Mo) 
;  o  ;  (1.5) 
0 0 S(Mo) 
where 1 < M 0  <  r, and 5(1),..., S ( M 0 )  are stochastic submatrices corresponding to 
subsets Cf,..., Cm0 C S of recurrent states. The diagonal block (/(0. 0) corresponds to 
any transient states in E. When they exist, U(0,0) itself may be decomposed in upper 
block form as 
"#(1) Q(l,2) Q(l,^o) 
0 #(2) 0(2,3) .. Q(2,jVo) 
;  o  ;  [/(0,0) = 
0 o a(#o) 
where 1 < N 0  <  r  —  1, and R ( i )  is either the lxl zero matrix or an irreducible 
submatrix corresponding to a subset C/* C S of transient states for 1 < i < N0. Note 
that necessarily each R(i) is substochastic. 
Define now JV = 0 when there are no transient states in P, and otherwise as the 
number of degenerate "transient" submatrices, 
AT=|{l<,'<7Vo:m = [0]}|. 
Let also M  =  M o  when there are no transient states, and M  =  ( N 0  —  N )  +  M 0  otherwise. 
It will be useful to rewrite the upper block form by inserting the form for U(0,0) 
i n t o (1.5). To this end, when there are transient states, let P(i) = R(i) for 1 < i < N0, 
and P(i) — S(i — N0) for iV0 + 1 < i < No + M0; when all states are recurrent, let 
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P ( i )  =  S ( i )  for 1 < i  <  M q .  Also, in the following, let T ( i , j ) for i  <  j  denote the 
appropriate "connecting" submatrix or Q(\ •). Then, 
P(l) T(l,2) T(1,7V + M) 
0 P(2) T(2,3) .. T(2,7V + M) 
P= :  0  :  • ( 1 -6 )  
0 0 P(# + M) 
Let also C i  = C { ( P )  C S be the subset which corresponds to P ( i )  so that P c ,  = P ( i )  
for 1 < i < N + M. Define now the sets V = T>(P), Af - Af(P), AÂ = A4(P) and 
g = 9(f) by 
%) = : f (,') = [0]} 
A f  =  { i  :  P ( i )  / [0], and P ( i )  substochastic} 
A 4  =  { i  :  P ( i )  stochastic} 
G  =  A f  U  A 4  ( =  { i  :  P ( i )  [0]} ) 
and note that N  =  \ V \ ,  M  = jÇ?|, and also that P ( i )  is irreducible for i  G Ç .  It will also 
be useful  to  enumerate  the elements  of  Q as  G = {(I> C2, •  •  • ,  (A/}-
For a member i  G Ç ,  we now denote extended rate function I,; = Ic„/, and its finite 
domain Qi =  Qc t j -
Consider now a sequence of transition matrices {Pn} which converge to P. With 
respect to the sets {C{ \ I < i < N M} above, the nth step matrix Pn can be put in 
a form corresponding to (1.6), 
Pn = 
P„(l) r»(l,2) 
Tn(2,l) P»(2) T»(2,3) 
! T.(3,2) 
T»(1,AT + M) 
r^(2,7V + M) 
7;(Ar + M,l) r„(7V + M,Ar + M-l) P^(7V + M) 
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where Pn{i) -¥ P(i) for 1 < i  <  N  + M, and T n ( i , j )  — > •  T ( i , j )  for i  <  j  and vanishes 
otherwise. 
We also denote P n ( i )  =  { p n ( i \ x , y )  :  x , y  £  C,} and T n ( i , j )  =  { t ( n , i , j ; x , y )  :  x  G 
Ci, y G Cj} in terms of its entries. Then, let t(n, (i,j)) be the value of the largest entry 
i n  T n ( i , j )  ï o v l < i ^ j < N  +  M ,  
f(%,(w))= max f(n,%'J;x,?/). (1.7) 
xeCiyyeCj 
Let now flm be the set of probability measures on {1,2,.... M}, 
M 
f?M = {v m  = (t?i,..., vm) : ^2 Vi = 1, 0 < Vj < 1 for 1 < ? < M } .  
i—1 
For vu G fW and z G Rd, define 
D ( M ,  v m , z )  = { x m  = (xi,..., xm) G ( R d ) M  : ^ usx; — z } .  
i=i  
Let 5"M be the set of permutations of {1,..., M } .  For a permutation a  G SW, % G ÏÏm , 
XM,d € (RM)d, z G and matrix U = {u(z, j) : 1 < i ^ j < M} of extended non-
positive real numbers, define the extended functions 
M 
and 
E,=i (Ej=i ^ )"(G(,), C(r(i+i)) + Z,=i %.%(,rw(2,') when M > 2 
Ii(xi) when M  —  I  
(1.8)  
J[/(z) = , inf _ inf _ min C^,u(^XM,j). 
V M ^ M  X M € D ( M , v m , Z )  ^ GSM 
We remark that when M  = 1, that is when all transient states with respect to P  do not 
allow returns, and P corresponds to exactly one irreducible recurrent block, the function 
Ju(z) = Ii(z) is independent of U. Note that Ju(z) is lower semicontinuous. This follows 
because each I,- is lower semicontinuous, implying that [/((%, x&f,d) is indeed lower 
semincontinuous. Thus, since the infimum of a family of lower semicontinous functions 
is lower semicontinuous, Ju{z) is lower semicontinuous. 
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In general, however, it will turn out, for well chosen "routing cost" matrices U .  
that Su(z) measures various upper and lower large deviation rates of the additive sums 
{Zn : n > 1}. In particular, the construction of Ju(z) illustrates how asymptotic 
deviations are optimally achieved. The rough heuristic is that Zn deviates to z when 
the process visits sets {C,- : i G G} in a certain order a according to time proportions 
which lead to z. The traveling or "routing" cost from C, to C1 is given by u(i,j), while 
the "resting" cost of moving in C; is given through I,. Then, JCr( z) is a. minimization 
over possible "total" costs. In particular, note that Jy depends on i G V only possibly 
through the "routing" cost U which makes sense since, for this type of transient states 
to which returns are not allowed asymptotically, it would be too costly to "rest" on them 
in any positive time proportion. 
We now specify particular "upper" and "lower" costs U  relevant to our problem. 
Define, for 1 < i / j < N + M, the extended non-positive numbers 
u(zJ)=limn_^oo^log^(n,(%,;)) and T(z,;)=lim^^^log<(n,(*,j)). 
For distinct i , j  G G ,  and 0 < k  <  N  +  M  —  2, let l 0  =  i ,  l k + i  =  j  and L k  = 
{/0, h, • • •, h, h+1} C {1,..., iV + M} be a set of distinct indices. Now define the "upper" 
cost 
k 
_ max maxV\(LLH) (1.9) 0<k.<N+M — 2 Lk * * 
s=0 
and "lower cost" 
k  
s=0 
We remark briefly that U 0 ( i , j )  and T0(i, j )  represent respectively "maximal" and "min­
imal" asymptotic travel costs of moving from Ci to C7 in k = 0(N + M — 2) steps by 
visiting sets {Ci} in the order Lk-
A more subtle "lower" cost is the following. For distinct i , j  G G ,  and 0 < A: < 
+ M - 2, let lQ = z, lk+i = j and Lk = {/o,/i, • • • JkJk+1} C {1,..., N + M} be a 
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set of distinct indices. Let also 1 < qo, qk+i < r, and when k  > 1 and 1 < s < k. let 
1 < Qs < r + 1 if s € G, and qs = 1 if 5 G X>, and call the set Qk = {ç0, • • •, <?fc+i}- Let 
x° = (x°,..., x°qo) and xk+l = (x^+1,..., xg^ ) be vectors with components in C, and 
Cj respectively, and when k > 1 let xl = (x\,... ,xlq.) be a vector with elements in C/t 
f o r  1  <  i  <  k .  I n  a d d i t i o n ,  l e t  x \  =  •  •  • ,  x x q . )  w h e n  0 < z < A ^  +  M  —  2  a n d  i  E  G -
D e f i n e  t h e  s e t  o f  v e c t o r s  V k  =  { x ° ,  x 1 , ,  x k + 1 } .  
For distinct i , j  €  G ,  define, for y  G C i  and z  € Cj, that 
71 ( n , i , j - , y , z ) =  max maxmaxmaxlP(n-i „)(X"+r'fc+1' = ( x ° , .  . . .  x k + 1 .  z ) )  
, o<t<Ar+M-2 ^ Qt y* ^ 
where the "concatenated" vector ( x ° , . . . ,  x k + x ,  z )  =  ( x ° , . . . ,  z ) .  Also define for 
distinct i,j Ç G that 
— yeCi,zeCj — 
Finally, define 
= lim- log71(n,(î,j)). (1.11) 
n  —  
We now interpret the objects 71 ( n , i , j ; y , z ) ,  and As for the 
"routing" cost To, Lk is an ordered list of sets to visit on the way from points y to z. 
But more specifically here, Qk lists the 0(r) number of steps taken in each visited set, 
and Vk details on which states this travel is made. Here, "r" is chosen since all movement 
i n  a  g i v e n  i r r e d u c i b l e  C , -  C  S  i s  p o s s i b l e  i n  a t  m o s t  r  =  | £ |  s t e p s .  T h e n ,  7 1 ( n , i , j \ y ,  z )  
is the largest probability of movement from y to z within the constraints of 0{r) travel 
among distinct sets. Also, 71(n, (i,j)) is the smallest such chance of moving from ( to 
Cj, and so T\{i,j) is the asymptotic exponential rate of this quantity. 
Although we will state a large deviation theorem for the most general limit matrix P  
and process in A(?r, P), before arriving at this statement, it is perhaps worth considering 
a special case in which the result takes simpler form, namely the case when P is a. diagonal 
matrix with respect to primitive blocks {P(i) : i € G}- A particular subcase here is the 
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situation when all states with respect to P  are recurrent and aperiodic. We note that 
only periodic states are not allowed in this case. 
The main result in this case which gives bounds is the following. 
Theorem 1.0.1 Let it be a distribution with positive weights on £, and P be a stochastic 
matrix on £ for which {P(i) : i G Q} are primitive. Let %%-({-&}) G A(TT, P) and let, 
R C be a Borel subset. Then, 
- inf JTo(z) < lining-log P w ( Z n  €  T) 
zG 1 ° Tl 
< l im^^oo-log f7 r(Zn  G T) 
n  
< - inf 
We remark that in the case M  = 1, this theorem already states the full LDP since = 
Jzv0 = Ii. In particular, when M = 1, that is when P possesses exactly one irreducible 
recurrent set and possibly transient states which do not admit returns, we deduce from 
t h e  f o r m  o f  t h e  r a t e  f u n c t i o n  t h a t  t h e  l a r g e  d e v i a t i o n  b e h a v i o r  u n d e r  P 7 R ( { P „ } )  G  A ( T T ,  P )  
is independent of the approach Pn -> P. 
However, in the general situation, when M  >  2, there are non-homogeneous process 
measures P,r({Pn}) € A(TT, P) under which the lower and upper rate function bounds 
above are achieved, for instance the example in subsection 9.2. 
We now consider the general situation which allows for periodicity in P .  In this case, 
the process may not be allowed to visit freely various states as certain cyclic patterns 
may be in force. Then, in the general situation, the asymptotic routing costs should be 
larger than under the special case of primitivity. Hence, the use of 7~i instead of To in 
the following general theorem. 
Theorem 1.0.2 Let n be a distribution with positive weights on E, and P be a stochastic 
matrix on E. Let P7R({P„}) G A(TT, P) and let T cRd be a Borel subset. Then, 
- i n f J r . M  <  l i m ^ - l o g  P , ( Z „ € r ° )  
zer° n 
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< lim.n_j.co- log PT(zn £ Y) 
n  
< -infJi/0(2). 
zer 
We now state some conditions under which, in some combination, the lower and 
upper large deviation bounds in Theorems 1.0.1 and 1.0.2 agree, and so a full large 
deviation principle holds. 
Assumption A. Let v ( i , j )  =  r ( i , j )  for all 1 < i  ^ j  <  N  +  M .  
Assumption B. Suppose that Assumption A holds, and for all 1 < i  ^  j  <  N  +  M  
there exists an element a — a(i,j) G Ct and a sequence {bn = bn(i,j)} C Cj such that 
v ( i , j )  =  lim -logt ( n , i , j ; a , b n ) .  
n->oo n  
In other words, v ( i , j )  is achieved on a fixed departing point a  G C,. 
Assumption C. Suppose Assumption A holds. Also, with respect P  and i  G G ,  
define P*(i) — {p*(i,s,t) : s,t G C\} by 
p ( s , t ) when p ( s , t )  >  0 
1 when lim(logp n ( i ;  s ,  t ) ) / n  = 0 and p ( s ,  t )  = 0 
0 otherwise 
Suppose that P * ( i )  is primitive for i  G G -
We now list some easy sufficient conditions to verify these assumptions. 
Proposition 1.0.1 (LIM): Assumption A and B hold if for each l<i^j<N + M, 
and all x E Ci and y € Cj, we have lim„_+00(log t(n, i,j\ x, y))/n exists. 
(PRM): Assumption C holds if Assumption A holds and {P(i) : i G G }  «re p r i m i t i v e .  
We remark that in most optimization algorithms condition (LIM) holds. Also, (PRM) 
may be restated as that there is no periodicity in the system and Assumption A holds. 
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We now state a corollary of Theorem 1.0.2 which gives conditions for a full large 
deviation principle. For z G let 
J(z) = J u 0 { z ) .  
Theorem 1.0.3 Let T c i  be a subset, and n be a distribution with positive weights on 
£. Then, if either Assumption B or Assumption C holds, we have the full LDP 
-jnfj(z) < lim^^log F « { Z n  G F°) 
< limn-yooi  log r„(Zn G r )  
< — infj(z). 
zer 
Hence, by Proposition 1.0.1, when all limits exist (LIM), or when Assumption A 
holds and there is no periodicity (PRM), the full LDP is available. 
We also remark here that Assumption B and C are sharp enough that there are 
Markov chains which satisfy Assumption A but not B or C for which the full LDP 
cannot hold, for instance the example in subsection 9.3. In a different vein, we remark 
also that Assumption A is not necessary in that there are Markov chains which violate 
Assumption A but for which the full LDP holds; see the example in subsection 9.1. It 
would be of interest then, in light of these comments, to find necessary and sufficient 
conditions under which the full LDP holds. 
We now comment on the three categories of large deviation behaviors mentioned 
earlier. These are (1) stationary, (2) trivial and (3) intermediate behaviors. 
Corollary 1.0.1 Let Assumption B or C hold. If in addition 
v ( i , j )  = —oo when l < i < j < N  +  M  and also when i  >  j  for i , j  G M., 
we then have that the rate function J is also the rate for the stationary chain run under 
P. 
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The assertion follows as the "routing costs" are the same as when Pn — P for all 
n > 1. 
We now consider "slow" type of deviations. 
Corollary 1.0.2 Let Assumption B or C hold, and also that v(i,j) = 0 for all 1 < i ^ 
j < N + M. Then, we have that J is "trivial," 
M  
J { z ) =  inf inf u,i(.(z,). (1.12) 
v m € & M ( Z )  X M , d £ D ( M , v M , z )  
We refer to the rate function (1.12) as trivial or uninformative since, for the case 
|V U M\ — 0, the rate vanishes on the convex hull of Ul6x{z : I,(z) = 0}. 
With these two corollaries in hand, the third type of large deviation behavior is 
deduced from Theorem 1.0.3 under Assumption B or C when v(i,j) € (—oo,0) for all 
1 < ? 7^ j < N + M. In this case, the rate function J is not of the type of the previous 
two corollaries, and in particular involves non-trivially the convergence rate of Pn to P 
with respect to "routing" costs. 
We now comment on the structure and proof of the main theorems. The arguments 
fall roughly into two steps. The first step is to select relevant process paths, namely 
those as it turns out which "rest" only in sets corresponding to Ç but travel in among 
them using all states. The second step is to use this surgery of the path to decompose 
the associated costs in a coarse-graining scheme which yields the desired bounds. 
Although Theorems 1.0.2 and 1.0.3 are stated for the general limit stochastic matrix 
P, it will be convenient to progressively consider special cases which build on each 
other. This progression which corresponds to section numbers is given below. We note 
in particular that the proofs of Theorems 1.0.1. 1.0.2 and 1.0.3 are given in section 8. 
Section 2. Preliminary statements 
Section 3. P is composed of exactly M positive stochastic submatrices 
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Section 4. P is composed of exactly M primitive stochastic submatrices 
Section 5. P is composed of exactly M irreducible stochastic submatrices 
Section 6. P is the general stochastic matrix 
Section 7. Properties of routing costs 
Section 8. Proofs of main theorems 
Section 9. Some examples 
Section 10. Comments on the Metropolis algorithim 
Section 11. Appendix 
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CHAPTER 2. Preliminary Results 
In this section, we first make useful technical definitions and estimates some of whose 
proofs are deferred to the appendix. Then, we discuss a procedure to construct certain 
"Markov"-like finite dimensional distributions. 
Some Estimates 
We give some estimates to be used in the sequel. The first result is a tool to gain 
monotonicity on a sequence of converging numbers. 
Lemma 2.0.1 Let S G [0,1], and {tn}n>j C [0,1] be a sequence which converges to 
S.  T h e n ,  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  s e q u e n c e  { t n } n > i  C  ( 0 , 1 ]  s u c h  t h a t  ( i )  t n  <  t n ,  ( i i )  t n  j  S  
monotonically, and (Hi) the limit lim(log i„)/n exists and equals 
r log tn -— log tn lim — limn—t-oo . 
n-> oo n n 
The proof of this lemma is in the Appendix. 
However, for a stochastic matrix P ,  recall the definition of t ( n ,  (i , j )) (1.7) and let 
{t(n, (i, j))} be the sequence derived from {t(n, (i,j))} (2.1) 
and Lemma 2.0.1 for distinct i , j  G T >  U Q ( P ) .  
The next result are versions of the "union of events'" bound ubiquitous in large 
deviations work. 
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Lemma 2.0.2 Let N > 1 and let {a™ :i,n> 1} be an array of non-negative numbers. 
We have then 
Proof. See [9] Lemma 1.2.15, for the "lim" proof. The other proofs are similar. • 
The next result states some properties of extended rate functions for homogeneous 
sequences. Let P be a non-negative matrix on S. Let C C S such that Pc is irreducible. 
Let / : E —> be a function, and let K = I,-(C, /) be the respective rate function (1.3) 
and Qc be its domain of finiteness. 
Proposition 2.0.2 Then the extended rate I and Qc satisfies the following. 
1. The domain Qc C £(0, V5||/||L°°), the closed ball of radius ||/||L^- Also, Q c  is 
non-empty, convex and compact. 
2. The rate I is convex and lower semi-continuous. Also, when restricted to Qc. H i s  
uniformly continuous,  and hence bounded on Qc-
The proof of this proposition is in the Appendix. The following is an immediate 
consequence of the above proposition. 
max lim, 
l < i < N  
Also, 
lim max — log a' 
i<i<N n 
> max lim, 
In addition, 
.-+oc max - log l<î<n n 
with the same equality with "lim" replacing "lim." 
Corollary 2.0.3 S u { z )  =  o o  o n  B ( 0 ,  Vd||/||L°°)C-
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Construction A 
We now construct a sequence of positive "Markov"-like measures on the product 
state space. Let Uk = {uk(i,j) : i,j G S} for 1 < k < n be a sequence of of nonnegative 
but non-zero matrices on £, that is, Uk(i,j) > 0 for i,j G £ with at least one positive 
entry. Let also TT be a measure on £. 
Then, define the nonnegative measure U" on where, for any subset T C S", 
n  
U£(r) = 53 ^ ^(^o) JJ a:,-)-
^o€2 r?ner t=i 
In the following, we will refer to U™ = as "the measure from Construction 
A generated by the sequence {£4}£=1 and initial measure TT." For k  >  1, we also denote 
U£'n as the measure on S71 from Construction A generated by the sequence {[/,•+*.}"=1 
and initial distribution TT. Note that U°'™ = U". Also, when it is the point mass Sx for 
xGS, we denote U^n = U£,n. 
The measure U" shares the "Markov" property: Let A C and B C En-A' for 
1 < k < n. Then, 
u ;(xt e a, x;+1 e B )  =  EE E 
toGS x k e A  ££+1GB t=1 
= 53 Uj(Xt = € B). (2.2) 
skeA 
Construction A now permits the following simplification in the investigating the large 
deviation behavior of additive sums {Zn(f)} under %%({-&}) G A(TT, P). With respect 
to the sequence {Pn} and limit matrix P, define Pn = {p„(z, j) : i,j G E} for n > 1 
where 
I  K w )  w h e n p ( * , j ) > 0  
P n ( 1 * 1  j )  —  \ (2.3) 
I P n ( i , j )  otherwise. 
The matrices {Pn} "fix" all entries at their limit values when they are positive. 
Let now yu™ = yu"({Pn}) be the measure on £" from Construction A generated by 
{Pk}  and TT. 
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Proposition 2.0.3 Let Bn C S" for n > 1. Then 
lim^-logP„(Xn G Bn) = lim^-logA/"(Xn € B„). 
TAe same statement holds with "lim" replacing "lim." 
Proof Let G = {(m, n) G S2 : p(m, n) > 0}. Since Pn P and the state space is 
finite, we can find sequences M(k) j. 1 and m(k) î 1 as k —> oo such that 
m ( k )  <  <  M ( k ) for all (m,n) G G .  (2.4) 
p ( m , n )  
Write now that 
T ( X n  G Bn) = 53 53 7r(a:o) JJp;(Xi_l,Xt) 
rroGE Xn& B n  »  =  1 
= e e 7r(z°) n c») n 
^ o G S f „ e B n  ( ^ _ i , r , ) e G c  > ) Ç G  P K  1  U  l )  
n  
< [jjm(Z)] 53 53 II pl(xi-uxl) YI p(i,-i,i'i) 
i = 1 x o E U x  n e B n  (IJ.I,I,)EGC (I,.I,I,)EG 
n  n  
n^(0] 53 53 
i=l x o G E  x n € B n  i = 1 
=  [ n M ( ! ) i K A € B „ )  
i=l 
by using (2.4) and the monotonicity of { M ( i ) } .  
Then, the "lim" part follows since (£)" log M ( i ) ) / n  -4- 0. The "lim" part follows 
similarly. • 
In particular, we have as a corollary the following. 
Corollary 2.0.4 Let T C  Kd be a Borel set. Then, 
lim-log PT(Zn G T) = lim- log n1{Zn G F). 
n n 
The same statement holds with "lim" replacing "lim. " 
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The following result allows, technically, to write certain probabilities in terms of rate 
functions. Let P be an irreducible matrix on S. Also, let P^ be the stationary Markov 
measure on S run with P. That is, Pf is made from Construction A where Uv = P. 
The point is that if P is not stochastic, then Pf isn't a probability measure. Let now 
/ : S —>• and let I be the extended rate function with respect to / and P£. 
Lemma 2.0.3 Let TT be a positive measure on S. Let also 6 > 1. For Borel sets 
B C Rd, let If(-B) = min{I(B),0}. Then, for compact sets f2 C Rd.n there exists 
C(f2, n) — C(fl,n; P,9) such that 
P^(^ G 0) < + l)exp{-(n + 
and further that for each 0 > 1, 
C ( f l , n  + 1) = e°(n\ and C(fl,n + 1) is non — decreasing in n .  
In addition, when fîi C Û is a compact subset, then 
6 Hi) < C(n,7% + l)exp{-(n + l)f(ni)}. 
The proof of this lemma is in the Appendix. 
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CHAPTER 3. Positivity 
In this section, we focus on P^({P„}) G A(?r, P) where the limit matrix P is composed 
exactly of M positive stochastic sub-matrices, that is when VUAf = 0 and P(i) = Pc, > 
0 for i 6 Q. In particular, the block diagonal form of P reduces to 
P = 
P( 1) 
f(M) 
From positivity, we may define 
(3.1) 
p = min min p/(i, j) > 0. 
Correspondingly, the representation of P„, for n > 1, reduces to 
&(1) T,(l,2) 7^(1,3) 
T„(2,l) P,(2) T,(2,3) ... %M) 
f,(M) 
Recall the definition of { t ( n , { i , j ) ) }  (2.1) and let t ( n )  be the maximum connection 
probability in Pn, 
t ( n )  = max t { n , ( i , j ) ) .  (3.2) 
Observe from the assumption D U A f  — (no transient states) that t ( n )  vanishes as n  —>  oo. 
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In addition, note that the formula for Pn (2.3) for n > 1 reduces to 
f(l) T„(l,2) T„(l,3) .. 
T,(2,l) P(2) Tn(2,3) ... T»(2,M) 
T»(M,2) T.(M,3) ... P(M) 
Also, recall the definition of fi™ with respect to {P„}, and Corollary 2.0.4. 
We now establish some LD bounds in the "positive" case. As remarked in the 
introduction, the strategy to capture the large deviations of Zn = Zn(f) under is 
in two steps. The first step will be to dissect and characterize optimal paths which 
"rest" in certain subsets and "travel" between these resting stops. These paths are then 
"concatenated" so that travel between rest stops is in one step (Subsection 3.1). The 
second part will be to then match these concatenated paths with various costs which 
lead to identification of rate functions (Subsection 3.2). 
Pn 
Switching 
It will be helpful to overestimate by another measure. Let z/" be made from 
Construction A with initial distribution TT but according to transition matrices {P^} 
where 
f(l) fn(l,2) fn(l,3) ... r»(l,M) 
f»(2,l) P(2) t(2,3) ... TU2,M) 
P k  =  (3.3) 
fk(M,2) fk(M,3) ... P(M) 
and submatrix T ( k , ( i , j )) is composed of the common element t ( k , ( i , j ) )  for distinct 
i,j € G, for k > 1. Clearly, as we are only overestimating "connection" terms, 
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and so for upper bound purposes, we will concentrate on the sequence {;/"}. 
Let xn = (xi,..., xn) £ En be a path of length n. We will say that xn possesses a 
"switch" at time 1 < i < n — 1 if X{ G Cj and x,+i E Ck for j ^ k. For a path xn which 
switches I > 1 times, let gk{xn) be the time of the fcth switch where 1 < k < I. Set also 
g o ( x n )  =  0 .  T h e n ,  x 9 k ^ n )  a n d  x g k ( ^ n ) + i  a r e  i n  d i f f e r e n t  s u b s e t s  f o r  1  < k  <  I .  
Define now, for 1 < k < I, the "path segments" between switch times, 
Jk { x n )  = ( x gk - i ( % n )+l i  ••• •> X 9k ( £ n ) )  AND J l+1 (^N) = ( X g t ( x n )  +  1,  - - - i  x n )  •  
Define also that J k a { x n ) = { x g k ^ ( £ „ ) + 2 ,  • • • , x g k ( x n ) )  when g k(xn) > 9 k - i ( x n )  + 2. 
In addition, let Cik be the subset in which path lies for 1 < k < / + 1, and 
let Ci = Ci(xn) = (C{1,..., Cil+1 ) be the sequence of subsets visited, in the order of 
vis i ta t ion.  In  this  notat ion,  x n  can be pieced back together  as  the concatenat ion x n  — 
(J\{xn)-, Ji+i(xn))- We will say xn has no "repeat visits" if the sequence C\ contains 
no repet i t ions.  Also,  le t  | |C/ | |  be  the number of  dis t inct  e lements  in  C\ .  
For 0 < k < n — 1 and 1 < j < M, define the sets, 
An(k) = {xn : xn switches k times} and 
A'n(j) = {xn : xn switches j times, with no repeat visits}. 
When there are at least two irreducible sets, M > 2, we define, for I > 1, the map 
m :  M l )  -> u™;("-u>AUj) 
in the following steps. 
1. Let xn G An(l). Let s\\c t\\ = 1 + 1 and S|jCi||_i = I. Inductively define, for k < ||Ci||, 
at  =  max { j  : ^  , . . . ,  ^} } .  
In words, C,- |(,..., Ct-Si are the ||C/|| distinct subsets visited in reverse order starting 
from the last state of xn. 
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2. For 1 < k < ||C/||, let Ja*,..., Ja k  , where a* < • • •  <  —  s * ;  a r e  t h e  dk > 1 
paths which lie in C; . 
3. Define 
—  (^aî J  •  •  •  i  J a \  i  •  •  •  i  J n \ \ c l \ \  i  •  •  •  i  llcïII )• 
In words, a\ concatenates the paths corresponding to distinct subsets so that the reverse 
visiting order is preserved. In particular, note that the last path J;+1 is preserved under 
<77, and that ui is the identity map. 
Now, for distinct i , j  G Q and 0 < k < \G\ — 2, let l0 = i, lk+\ = j and Lk = 
{lo, /i,..., Zfc, 4+i} C G be a set of distinct indices. Define now 
k  
7( n , ( i , j ) ) =  max maxTTi(n + 5, (/„ /s+1)) (3.4) 0<k<\Q\-2 Lk 
and 
k  
7(n, (i,j))= max maxJT^n + 2s + 1, (/s,/s+i)). (3.5) 
8=0 
In words, 7(n, (i, j)) is the probability of the most likely path from C,- to Cj, starting at 
time n via paths which visit other sets at most once under v%. Also, 7(n,(i,j)) is the 
probability of the most likely path when one moves in steps of 2, under /u™. 
Moreover, 7( n , ( i , j ) )  <  7( n , ( i , j ) )  for all distinct i , j  G G  since, from monotonicity 
of 
k  k  k  
t ( n  + 2s + 1, (/s, ls+1)) < ^(n + 2s + 1, (/s, /s+i)) < YT Hn + sAii^s+\))-
5=0 5=0 5=0 
Observe also, from monotonicity of { t ( n ,  (z, j))}, that { j ( n ,  is also monotonie. 
Finally, let E ( M )  =  (M — 1)[2(M — 2) + 2], and define 
?(», (*,;)) = 
0 < k < E ( M )  ~ ~  
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Let now /2™ and /}" be measures from construction A generated by initial distribution 
7r, and respectively matrices Vm = {pm(s, t)} and Vm = {pm(s, t)} where 
7( m , ( i , j ) )  for all s G C,-, t  G Cj, and distinct i,j 6 5 
Pm{si t) = } (3.6) 
P i( s , t )  for Ç C i  and i  G Q  
for m > 1, and 
{7(m, (z, 7')) for all s G C,, ^  G C,, and distinct i , j  G 5 (3.7) P i ( s , t )  for s,t G C{ and z G P 
for m > 2 and pi(s, ^ ) = 1 for s, f G S corresponds to the constant matrix of l's. Note 
that the difference between Vk, Vk and Pk is in what plays the role of the "connection" 
t e r m s  b e t w e e n  s u b b l o c k s  { C i  :  i  G  Ç } .  
We now state the main result in this subsection, what we will refer to as the "switch­
ing" proposition. 
Proposition 3.0.4 Let P correspond to exactly M positive submatrices, and let t(n) 4-
0. We then have the lower bound: Let T C WLd be an open ball, T = B(u,a) with center 
u and radius a > 0. Then, 
lim— log u"(Zn G T) > lim— log fi™(Zr  € Fra, Xn has no repeat visits) 
where F„ = B(u,a — c/n) and c = c(/, M) is a constant. 
We also have the upper bound: Let T C be a Borel set. Then, 
lim—log ji™{Zn G T) < lim— log/i"(Zn G F,Xn has no repeat visits). 
Proof. When M = 1, that is when P = P(l) is itself irreducible, we have Vk = Vk = 
Pk = P and so the measures in both statements are the same. Also, trivially Xn does 
not "repeat" visits. Then, both statements hold trivially. 
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We will then assume that M > 2. Consider now the following bounds, 
( E r) < XXZn G H \Z€S:7T(Z)>0 / 
< <(Z"€R) 
< |2|maxi/^(ZN€ r ) .  
xo€h v 
We now focus on the upperbound. 
Upperbound. The proof follows in several steps. 
Step 1. For Xq G S, decompose according to the number of switches. 
71—1 
«z» E R) = £ Ka(Zn€T, /!„(>)). (3.8) 
!=0 
Step 2. For I > 1, let xn G {Zn G F, An(/)} and let y n  G <7;_1(cr;(xn)). Write 
Vn = (JxiVn), • • • ) Ji+i(yn)) where Jk(yn) is a path in Cik for 1 < k < I + 1. 
Decompose i/£0(Xn = yn) equal to 
<(*?' = •/.) II =  J ^ )  
2<k<l  
9/c>gjc-i + i 
I 
= 7(,+I )L2) N<(M + l,(u,U+,)) (3.9) 
k=1 
where we have suppressed dependence on yn for clarity. 
We now bound (3.9) by 
(Pl(zO,3/l)/l)z/"o A = m(Zn)) 
•  J~ [ t ( g k ( y n )  + l,(û,ifc+i)) Y [  j ~ 1 ( g k { o ' i ( x n ) )  + l,(tSfc,i4fc+1)) • (p) - ( i - ( l |C | | l(^. )iO) 
fc=l  fc=l  
The bound is explained by first noting that in a i ( x n )  there are ||C;|| — 1 connections 
between different sets {Ci}. The expression (3.9) is multiplied and divided by the cor­
responding connection probabilities with respect to /t£o giving the "II 7~1(' ' ')" term. 
Second, the prefactor, pi(x0, yo), arises in connecting x0 to the first state of ai(xn), and 
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noting the constant form of V \ .  Third, in forming C \ ( x n )  from y n ,  with respect to ;/"o. 
/ — ||C,|| + 1 connections between different sets are replaced by corresponding internal 
transition probabilities and the subsequent I — \\Ci\\ + 1 divisors are underestimated by 
the product of p-1's giving the upperbound (3.10). 
At this point, note that the prefactor is uniformly bounded. 
ÉïkMïl < ! < oc. 
1 
S t e p  4 .  We now bound further the product terms in (3.10). Consider the subproduct 
Sr+l — 1 
JJ t ( 9 k { y n )  + l,(ù,ù+0) (3.11) 
k = S r  
whose factors correspond to transitions between sets in the subsequence (C,,r C, ). 
From this subsequence, we derive a smaller subsequence in the following algorithm. 
1. Let (3[ be the smallest index sr + 1 < q < sr+1 such that C,q = Q, . 
2. If f3[ > sr + 1, let /?2 be the smallest index s r  +  l < q < { 3 [  —  1  such that 
Ciq = Cip . Otherwise, stop. 
3. Continue iteratively: If f3rm > sr -f 1, let (3rm+l be the smallest index s,. + 1 < q < 
(3^ — 1 such that Ciq — . Otherwise, stop. 
This process finishes in n ( r )  <  M  —  1 steps to find 0 ^ ( r )  = sr + 1-
4. By construction, the terms 
(3.12) 
also appear as factors in (3.11). 
Also, by monotonicity of t ( n ,  ( z,  j) ) ,  
n(r)  —1 
t ( 9 s r  ( V n )  +  1 ,  ( i S r  i  ^ 0 r n { T )  ) )  J J  î ( 9 p r k + l  ( U n )  +  1 5  ( i p T k + 1  ^ S T k )  )  
k—1 
n(r)- l  
< + 1,(L, */%(,))) H + t + l,(^^2gr)X3.13) 
fc=l  
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This last expression is the probability of moving from set C%ST to Ct- via the sets 
CIPT ^,..., CI0r in n(r) steps starting at time gSr{yn) under i/". Therefore, as by con­
struction, 
we have that (3.13) is bounded above by ^ ( g r ( a i ( x n ) )  +  1, (iSr,iSr+1)). 
Then, (3.11) is bounded, using monotonicity of t ( - )  again, by 
s r+l- l - n ( r )  
j {g r { (Ti (x n )  +  L,(Z'SR,ZSR+1)) Y[  F(&)' (3.14) 
k  — S r  
Step 5. Consider the bound (3.14) for 1 < r < ||C/|| — 1. Then, 
i 
Y[t(9k(yn) + l,(ù,ù+i)) 
si  —1 | |C; | | -1 s k + I  - l -n( fc)  
<  N t ( 9 m ( y n )  +  1, ( îm, Wl))  JJ l { g k ( < 7 l ( X n )  + 1, ( î s ,  , ZS f c + 1  )) JJ F(#)15) 
m=1 fc=l  
Note that by construction that n ( k )  <  ||C,|| —  k ,  and so X^=ï_1 n ( k )  < 2M2. 
Also, as I  — Si — 1 + ~~ s k ) i  we have by monotonicity of t  once more, 
that (3.15) is bounded by 
I I Q I I - l  1 - 2 M 2  
H  l ( 9 k { P l { x n )  +  l , ( Z s * , î s k + 1 ) )  % %  t { j )  
k~1 j—1 
when I  > 2M 2  and nlEi"1 l (9k(° - i {x n )  +  l ,  ( i S k ,  zSfc+1 )) otherwise. Hence. (3.9) is bounded 
by 
CP 2M | YT AX0(^RT = CL{XN)). (3.16) 
J=1 ^ 
Step g. We now estimate the size of the set ^"'(^(i,,)). Observe that the ordering of 
s t a t e s  w i t h i n  t h e  s u b p a t h s  i n  c r i ( x n )  i s  p r e s e r v e d  a m o n g  t h e  i n v e r t e d  p a t h s  c r f 1 ( a i ( x n ) )  
with l + l switches. Now divide ai(xn) into / + 1 pieces so that each piece belongs 
wholly to one of the concatenated sets. Then, to overestimate |c7,-1((7;(xn))|, we need 
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only specify in what sequence the pairwise distinct sets, C3l ^ CJ2 / • • • ^ CJn are 
visited since once the ordering of the sets are fixed, the arrangement of the I + 1 pieces 
i s  d e t e r m i n e d .  F o r  i n s t a n c e ,  i f  t h e r e  a r e  p i e c e s  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  s e t s  C \  a n d  C 2 ,  a n d  C \  
is selected first, C2 second, and then Ci third, say, then the earliest pieces among those 
for C1 and C2 are placed in positions one and two respectively, and the next earliest 
piece for C\ is placed third. 
A simple overcount of this procedure yields that 
Therefore, from (3.16) we have that 
/  \  l  —  2 M ~  "  .  \  
(3 .17)  
^ L il P J' 
when I  > 2M 2  and the same bound with term in square brackets removed when I  < 2M 2 .  
Step 7. By Stirling's formula, 
s'ogC) = 
With this estimate, we now analyze the prefactor, (")M* t ( i ) ,  in (3.17). We consider 
cases when I = o(n) and when / < n is otherwise. 
Case 1: I  =  l n  = o ( n ) .  Then, log (;™)/n —y  0. Also, M l n  —  e 0 ^  and [|i=i Hl)/P = 
Case 2: / = l n  satisfies lim l n j n  > e for some 0 < e < 1. Let {/„.} be a maximal 
subsequence. Then, (log (",))/= 0(1) and (log M'"')/n' < M. But. as /(??') j 0, 
l°g[n!=i Ki)lP)ln ' as n' °°-
Therefore, with respect to a C n  =  e°'n', independent of / > 1 and the path, we have 
that 
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Step 8. Let / > 1, and let An(/) = l ' l\A.'n(j). Now observe that 07 maps 
{Zn G T,An(l)} into {Zn € F, A„(/)} as Zn is independent of the order of the obser­
vations Xn. For simplicity, denote An(l) = ai({Zn G F, An(/)}) and Ân(l) = {Zv G 
and note Â„(Z) C 
Then, we may write 
<(Z„ER,A„(<)) = YL(^\A,(ZNDÏ,AN(L)))) 
= ^"o ( U2nEÂ„ al 
< £ «"-"'(ZN)) 
XNEÂN 
< <?<"> h i ( x n )  
Step 5. The upperbound follows as Â n ( l ) ,  An(0) C {Xnvisits each C, at most once} 
for I > 1, and so 
n—1 
^2 K0(Zn G F, An(i)) < ((1 + (n - l)eo(n))/t"o(Z„ G F,Xn visits each C,- at most once). 
i=0 
Then, by (3.8), we have 
lim— logi/"o( Z n  G F) < lim—log/}"0(Z„ G F,X„ visits each C i  at most once). 
Lowerbound. For the lowerbound, we concentrate on the following set of sequences. 
Consider the subset B C E" formed from the following procedure. 
1. For 1 < m < M, let J i ,  J2,..., J m  be subpaths belonging respectively to distinct 
sets , C,2,..., Cim. Let also | = ji and impose that the lengths satisfy J2T=iJi ~ 
n — E(M) where E(M) = (M — 1)[2(M — 2) + 2]. We also denote y\ and y'h as the first 
and last states in path J, for 1 < i < m. 
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2. When, m > 2, to connect subpaths Ji and Jg, let w1 = (xj,..., x£ ) be a sequence 
of states such that x\ E Ctl, xlki E C,-2, and, when > 2, pairs (x^, x\),..., (x^_2, 
each belong to distinct sets {C, : I ^ ù,^}- Choose w1 so that 
Also, note that k \  <  G ( M )  where G ( M )  =  2 ( M  — 2) + 2 because w 1  possesses a first 
and last state and in between at most M — 2 pairs. Then, 
P;.+i%, 4)%+3(4,4) " Pji+k.-i(^_2,, 3/i) > 
> g(G(M)+2)/2 
Hence, 
/.'/'(Â, = S1) > p(=(«)+=)/^(„ + l,(i,,,2)). 
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We comment here now that pairs of states {(xj, x,-+1)} instead of singletons were chosen 
because in general one cannot find a sequence of points y]x, x}, x\,..., x^, y\ in distinct 
subsets C,-j, C/j,..., Cik , Ci2 where the "departure" state in one subset connects with 
maximum probability to an "arrival" state in another subset. For instance, if it happens 
that pj1 (y]i5 xj) = t(ji -f 1, (ii, /x)), it may not be possible to go in one step from x\ to a 
state x\ E Ci2 so that pjl+i(x\,x\) = t( ji + 2, (/1;/2)), and so on. However, by positivity 
of {P(i)}, in two steps one can always travel inside a subset in one step from a given 
departure state to the correct departure state, and then connect to an appropriate arrival 
state in another subset. 
3. When m > 3, to connect subpaths J q  and J q + \  for 2 < q < m — 1. let w q  = 
(x®,... ,x9kq) be a sequence of states such that x\ E Ciq, xl E Clq+1, and when kq > 2 
pairs (xg, x|),..., (x^_2, xqk each belong to distinct sets {C, : i ^ iq, z9+i}. Analogous 
to step 2, choose wq so that for r(q) = jq + ]C!=i + h) we have 
Pr(g)+2(Z%, Z2)Pr(g)+4(%3, " Pr(g)+t,(4,-l, 4,) = l(r(g) + 1, (4, 
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Then, in particular, as J2i=i k < E (M) since q  —  1 < m — 2  <  M  —  2 and max, k ,  <  
G(M), we have 
= w<) > p"«+!,/27(r(?)+ !,(!„!,+,)) y j q  
> P(G(M)+2,/27(£j' + 1-(V',+l))-
1 = 1  
4. When m > 2, we have k i  <  E ( M ), and so the length of the concatenation 
L = |(Jl5 to1, J2,..., tom-1, Jm)| satisfies 
m —1 
2= 1  
< n. 
When m = 1, the length L  =  |(Ji}| =  n  —  E ( M ) .  
If now £ < n, we then augment the last subpath J m  by n — Z, < E ( M )  states in C,:„,. 
Specifically, define 
J Jm if I = n 
Jm — \ 
^ if I < M 
where ( x ™ , . . . ,  x ™ _ L )  is an sequence of n — L elements in Cjm. 
Let now 
j (Ji, u;1,..., tom~\ J'm) when m > 2 
X n  -  <  
I («/-[) when m = 1. 
We define B as the set of all such sequences xn possible. 
For an interval F = (tt — a, u + a), write 
fC„(z„ e r) 
> VxoiZn G F,Xn € B) 
> ç r„, Xn - E ( M )  visits each C',: at most once) 
where 
r . =  -  ,  
n  —  E ( M )  V ' n  
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Note in the last step, the factor pE^M^ comes from bounding below any extra transitions 
corresponding to J'm, whereas the factor p(M~l)G(M) arises from bounding below transi­
tions in moving between distinct pairs in at most M — 1 connecting sequences between 
subpaths. We also rewrite /z"o in terms of the measure /z"o by collapsing together the 
subpaths {Ji}. At the same time, since the collapsed path (Ji,..., Jm) is of length 
n — E(M), we correct the set F to Fn. 
After taking "lim," this finishes the proof. • 
LD Bounds for M Positive Sub-matrices 
We now give bounds on the large deviation behavior of the additive sum Z „  under 
{/<"} and {/}"}. Recall the "routing cost" U0 (cf. (1.9)), and define, for distinct ?. j € G-
%(W) by 
= lim^log7(n, (i, j ) ) .  (3.18) 
We now state the main result in this subsection. 
Proposition 3.0.5 Let P be such that T> = and, {P(i) : i G G} are positive (not-
necessarily stochastic) sub-matrices. Let also T C Rd be a Borel set. Then, 
- m f  J r a ( * )  < limn_^00 log f i " ( Z n  € F°, no repeat visits) 
< lim^oo — log jû"(Zn E T, no repeat visits) 
< - inf Jwo(z). 
Proof. First, when M  = 1, the matrices V k  — V k  = P are independent of k > 2, and 
so modulo a first transition (with respect to Vy), the measures /i" and /Î" are stationary 
and equal to the homogeneous Markov process measure run with P(= P( 1)). Since 
by definition there can be no "repeat visits,", and Jr2 = — Ii in this case, the 
proposition is no more than the well known LDP for the homogeneous positive case (e.g. 
[9], [15]). 
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Second, the intermediate bound follows since 7(7-1, ( i , j ) )  < 7(n, (z, j)) and so V n  <  A, 
termwise and hence //"(•) < /<"(•)• 
Third, we will now assume that M > 2. However, to simplify notation and make clear 
ideas, we prove the proposition for the case M = 2, as other cases are analogous with 
more detailed notation. Several formulas then reduce in this situation to the following. 
Let S E [0,1] and zGl. Set 
D ( S ,  z )  =  {(z, y )  E R2 : S x  +  (1 —  8 ) y  =  z ]  
and define, for a set T  C Rd, that D ( S ,  F) =  U2erD ( S , z ) .  Also, with respect to (.r. y )  6 
(Rd)2, and pairs (i,j) = (1,2) and (2,1), CFFMTU(CR, XM) becomes 
Q,a((w),(z,?/)) = Mw) + K'(z) + (1 - ^)Ij(2/). 
Then, for z € Rd, Ju { z )  can be written as 
Jc/(z)= inf inf fmin{Q,a((l,2),(z,3/)),Q,a((2,l),(z,?/))}}. 
5Ê[0,1] ( x , y ) e D ( S , z )  L J 
Let now Q = B(0, V5||/||L°°), and recall the domains of finiteness of 1% and I2 satisfy 
(2.0.2). 
The proof now will be broken up into separate upper bound and a lower bound 
proofs. 
Upper Bound. Some more notation will be useful for the upper bound. Define, for 
1 < i < n — 1, that Sn(i) = {Xn switches at i}. Also, for k = 0,1 and j = 1,2. define 
A^(fc) = An(fc) 0 {Xi E £j}. 
Now, since Zn may only take values in the compact set Q, we will follow standard 
technique and consider only compact subsets T C Q. Let now F\ be a regular partition of 
Q into 10 closed sets whose interiors non-overlap, {A^. : 1 < k < 10}, where = Q. 
And, for n > 2, let Fn+1 be the regular refinement of Fn into 2"+1 (10) closed (interior 
non-overlapping) sets, {A£+1 : 1 < k < 2™+1(10)}, where also UfcA£+1 = Q. Observe 
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that the 4n(10)2 "squares" formed from Fn, {A£, = AjJ x A" : 1 <  k j  <  2"(10)}. also 
refine Q2. 
Let now D ( 5 , T , j ) ,  for j  >  1, be the union of all of the squares with respect to jth 
partition which intersect D(S, F), 
Also, we define Dsn = Dsn(F) by 
s  j  D ( S ,  F, 1) when n < (10)2 
I D(S, F, kn) when n > (10)2 
where k n  is the largest integer satisfying 4fcn-1(10)2 < n .  Let also F ( n , 8 )  be those 
indices (k,l) where A% , E D5n. 
Consider now that 
lim—log p^(Zn E r, no repeat visits) 
n. n  
= Hmi log [ i ï ( z n  e r,<(0)) + «(Z„ e r, A;,(1)) 
+«(z„ € r,4|(0)) + «(z» 
€ 
r. A=(i))|. (a.w) 
We now analyze the term fâ( Z n  E F, A l n (  1)) for / = 1, 2 in (3.19) and n > 102. Write 
71—1 
A ; ( z „ e r , A L ( i ) )  =  ^ , i ; ( z „ e r , A U i ) , s „ ( i ) )  
2 = 1 
n— 1 
= £A;((z;,z,"+1)efl(.A,r)n(32,A!,(i),s„(=)) 
1 
n—l 
i=1 
n—l 
i=l 
n—l 
< £ £ KM € e AhX(i).s.(.')*»^o) 
i=l (s,t)£F(n,i/n) 
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In the following, we will apply the convention that /' = 1 and 2 when / = 2 and 1 
respectively. Also, for / = 1,2, let ir, be the uniform distribution on C\, and let FlK be 
the stationary Markov measures on C, formed from Construction A with Un = P(l) and 
initial distribution IT. Let also 0 > max;=ii2 max^gg, I,(x) be a number larger than the 
maxima of the rate functions on their domains of finiteness. 
We now use the extended Markov property (2.2), and simple estimates, to further 
bound (3.20) by 
n—l 
£ £ IGKrW"' e e c,,K(z; e e Q) 
j = 1  ( s , t ) e F ( n , i / n )  
n—l 
<|c,||c,,|£ E + e C,) 
« = 1  ( s , t ) e F ( n , i / n )  
^ E Q,) 
n — l  
< IQI2|C,.|£ Y. 7(= +1, (U'lKiz;-1 e 1 e AM 
i = 1  ( s , t ) e F ( n , i / n )  
which is in form to be further majorized, using "stationary large deviation estimates" 
in Lemma 2.0.3, by 
n—l 
|S|3E E 7(i + 1, (i, ''))C(A ;-, i; I, t) exp{-a?(AM) 
i =1 (s , t ) & F ( n , i / n )  
-C(Af",n -  z;Z' ,g)exp{-(n -  z)^(A^)}(3.21)  
Now, also, according to Lemma 2.0.3, uniformly over 1 < i  < n  — 1, (.s. /) € F { n ,  i j n )  
and (/, /') = (1,2) or (2,1), we have 
max {c(Af", i; Z, g), C(A^", n - ^)} < max {c(P, z; f, g), C(I\ n - g)} 
< max{c(r;n;/,4),C(r,n;/',4)| 
This gives further, after also overestimating ~ / ( i  + 1,. . . )  <  j ( i , .. .) by monotonicity, that 
(3.21) is less than 
n—l 
e
°
(
"'E E 7(MM0)exp{-.I?(A^-(n-t)I«(Ab}. (3.22) 
» = 1  ( s , t ) £ F ( n , i / n )  
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At this point, we now bound the terms corresponding to no "switching" in (3.19). 
For I — 1, 2, we have 
«(Z„ € rX(0)) < e°<">£%Xp{-nlf(A*»)} (3.23) 
t  
where the sum is over t such that A," € D°. 
We now combine the last two estimates, (3.22) and (3.23). It will be convenient to 
let 7( 0 ,  ( / ,  / ' )  =  1 .  S i n c e  t h e  s u m  o v e r  ( s ,  t )  €  F ( n , i / n )  c o n t a i n s  a t  m o s t  4 f c "  1 0 2  <  n  
terms, we can apply Lemma 2.0.2 to get that (3.19) is majorized by 
limi l°g { X! 53 7^' (*' exp{-%lf(A^) - (n - i)lf,(A t fen 
1 = 1 , 2  i = 0  ( s , t ) e F ( n , i / n )  
< lim max max max 
1 = 1 , 2  0<K«-1 (s, t)eF(n : {-log7(z,(/,n) - ^^(A^"&24) /  T l f  V  I f ,  lX  72r  /  
Note that (3.23) corresponds to index 2 = 0 above. 
Now, by the choice of 9, we have if = I, on Qi for I = 1,2. Also, recall that 
1/ is uniformly continuous on Qi for I = 1,2. Then, for (s,t) € F{n,ijn) such that 
A^ fl Qi x Qi ^ 0, we have 
-I?(AM + —I%Ah = - inf I/(x) + — inf 
n n n xeA*nnQ! n yeA,"nQ2 
> inf -K/(x) + -Iv { y )  -  0 n  
> inf —1/(2:) + -—-Ii ' ( y )  -  0 n  
where 6n is the modulus of continuity with respect to 1% and I2 which vanishes as n goes 
to infinity, limn_»oo 0n = 0. 
On the other hand, when either A^n fl Q\ = 0 or Afn fl Q2 = 0, we have that either 
lf(Agn) = 9 or I^A^") = 9, and so trivially we have 
ll,(A^) + ^I,,(AM = inf^ ll,(z) + —My), 
n n n n 
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With these estimates we have (3.24) is less than 
lim max max { —log 7(1, (/,/')) — inf {— lf(x) + -lf,(y)} j. (3.25) 
We now consider the above expression in two parts according to r > 0. When the 
minimum over i is restricted to 0 < i < r, certainly i/n -> 0. Then, by Lemma 3.0.5 
below, we have 
{-log 7(2', (/,/')) - inf + -—-I?,(y)U 
I n u „\cn'Jn l n n J J 
limn-yoo max max 7=1,2 0<,<r v 
5 (:U6) 
On the other hand, for r < i < n — 1, with simple overestimates, we have 
1 
limMoomax max {-log7(1, (/,/')) - inf {-I?(x) + -—-lf,(y)H (3.27) 
'2  r<i<n—1 I  Tl (x,y)eD'n/n «• JJ 
< lim„too max sup \ s sup[(log7(2, ( l , l ' ) ) ) / i ]  -  inf {<Slf(.r) + (1 - £)lf,(y]$.)>8) 
1 = 1 , 2  S G[0 ,1] 1  r < i  ( . r , y)eD, j ,  L J J  
Step 1. Let now {5n} C [0,1] be a sequence which converges to S € [0,1] on which 
the "lim^oo" is taken in (3.28). By Lemma 3.0.5, we have that 
lim inf , f<W?(z) + (1 - > inf {%) + (1 - J)%)j. 
"-+00 {x,y)eDSnn > (x,y)€D(5,r)nQ2 I J 
Hence, (3.28) is less than 
max {(fsup[(log7(2, (/,/')))/%]- inf {àf(z)+ (!-%(;/))) 
1 — 1 , 2  l r < î  ( x , y ) £ D ( S ,r ) n Q 2  I J J 
<max sup {68up[(log7(z,(/,/')))/%]- inf {^(z) + (l-6)^(yX%9) 
5E[O,I] r<z (^.y)€-D(^,r)nQ I J  J  
(recalling the convention 0 • ( — 00)  = 0 if S  =  0  and supr<,[(log 7(2, ( I ,  l ' ) ) ) / i ]  = —00) .  
Step 2. Suppose now lim^log *y(k, (/, l ' ) ) ) / k )  >  —00.  As r > 0 is arbitrary, the first 
line (3.27), noting (3.29), is straightforwardly bounded by 
- min inf { -51imn_i.00-log 7(n, (/,/'))+ inf {^lf(x) + (l-5)lf,(y)|) (3.30) 
Z=1 ,2 5G [0,1] L n (x,y)eD(6,r)nQ2 I  '  7  '  ' ) J 
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Step 3. Suppose that limfc(log7(fc, (I, l')))/k) = —oo. Then, let {5r} be a convergent 
sequence on which expression (3.29) takes its maximum as r f oo. If Sr —> 6 > 0, we 
have that (3.27) equals —oo and so is trivially less than (3.30). However, if 8r —> 0. we 
have with respect to (3.29) that 
lirrir max {8 r  max[(log7(z, (/, l ' ) ) ) / i \  — inf (5rlf(x) + (1 — 8 r ) l l ( y )  1 )  i=ia I r<i lv  ° x ' "" J (x,v)eD(Sr,r)nQ' I 1V ' J ) J 
< limr max [ — inf |jrlf(a;) + (1 — ^r)I»(j/)l 
~ 1=1,2 I (x,y)€D(5 r ,r)nQ2  I VWy J J 
< max — inf I?/(y) 
1 = 1 , 2  (x,y)çD(0 , r)nQ2 
by dropping the non-positive first term in the first inequality, and using Lemma 3.0.5 
in the second bound. Now note that the last expression is further bounded above by 
(3.30). 
Hence, putting these steps together, and also (3.26), we have that (3.25) is less than 
- Eisihi] { - ;log 7(r' <'• '')) + ,„„)€%fr,nQ- VI?M + (1" <S)I'(!')} } 
5 
- SlSdtil ( ™ mi'0 + „,„,eàfr,ng. {Sl'{x) + (1 ' (3'31) 
after plugging in Lemma 3.0.4 below. 
We now take 0 | oo in the last expression. Let 6n | oo and let {<$„} be a convergent 
sequence on which the "limbec" is achieved. We can now apply Lemma 3.0.6 and 
manipulate as in Step 1 to bound (3.31) by — infzGr §u0{z). 
This finishes the upperbound given the lemmas below. 
Lemma 3.0.4 For distinct i,j 6 Q, we have 
%(w) = lim^log7(n, (z,j)). 
Proof. Write the left side as 
2 ^ ^ 
lim— log7(n, (z, j)) = lim max max — log£(n + ,s. (/,. /s+1 )) Tl 0<k<M — 2 Lk ' * Tl 
s=0 
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= max max lim —log t ( n , ( l s J s + ï ) )  2 Lk ' * 11 S=0 
k  
= max max \^v(ls,ls+1) = U0(i,j) 
OKkKM—2 Lk ^ 
~ " 5=0 
where the second and third lines follow since the limit lim log t ( n ,  ( k ,  l ) ) / n  =  v ( k ,  I ) holds 
from Lemma 2.0.1. • 
Lemma 3.0.5 Let {5n} C [0,1] be a sequence of numbers. Let also T C^d be a compact, 
set, and let {(xn, yn)} be a sequence of pairs such that (xn,yn) E Dfln(F) for n > 1. 
S u p p o s e  l i m n _ > .  S n  =  6 ,  a n d  l i m n ^ . 0 0 ( x n ,  y n )  -  ( x , y )  E  ( R r f ) 2 .  T h e n ,  ( x . y )  E  D { S S ) f )  
Q 2 .  
Also, let 6 > 1. Then, for (1,1') = (1,2) or (2,1), 
inf |u?(z) + (l-(W%))> inf {%) + (l-%y)l. {x,y)eD6nn(V) I > (x,y)€D(?,r)nQ2 I J 
Note that the lemma also holds if pairs ( x n , y n )  E D(8n, F) D Q2 since D(8„. T) D Q2 C 
Di«(T). 
Proof. By construction, the diameters of the partitioning squares A"t of Q2 uni­
formly vanish as n —> oo. Then, as JD^(T) is composed of squares which intersect with 
D(8, F), we have that any point in Dsn(T) fl Q2 is at most distance an, say, away from 
D(8, F) where an —y 0. Hence, there are points (x'n,y'n) E D(8n, F) fl Q2 such that 
dist((zn,t/n),(:cL,3/m)) < «n, and hence -4- (^.y) E Q2. Now since F is closed. 
8nx'n + (1 — 8n)y'n —y Sx 4- (1 — S)y E F which gives that { x .  y )  E D ( 8 ,  F) Pi Q 2 .  
For the second statement, since Dsnn(T) C Q2, and Q2 is compact, we may find a 
convergent subsequence (xnk,ynk) E Dsnn(T) C Q2 so that 
lim^oo inf isn if(ac) + (1 - 5„)lf,(y)| = lim |(5njf(xnj + (1 - S n k ) I 8 t , { y 1 l k ) \ .  (x,y)eDSnn(r) *• > I J 
The lemma now follows from the first part and lower semi-continuity of if and I®. • 
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Lemma 3.0.6 Let 6n t oo. Let also {5n} C [0,1] be a sequence and suppose 8n —y 8. 
Then, for (/, I') = (1,2) or (2,1), 
lim^oo inf {5„lfn(x) + (1 - <yif,n(y)} > inf. + (1 - (!)!,,( iy)}. 
( ® 1 y ) € D ( 5 n , r ) n Q 2  I  J  { x , y ) ç D ( S . V )  '  
Proof. Let (xn,y„) G D( 8 N ,  F) fl Q2 be a sequence converging to (x, y) G Q2 where 
lim»_+oo inf \ 8 n f l n ( x )  + (1 - 5„)lf,n(y)} = lim jXlfn(.rn) + (1 - 5„)lf,"(y„)}. ($,i/)GD(Sn,r)nQ2 I ) n—too L ) 
From Lemma 2.0.3 we have (®, y) G D ( 5 ,  F) fl Q 2 .  
From the definiton of If and If,, we have the right-side above is greater than 
min{lim5nIz(a:n),lim^„yn} + min{lim(l - £n)I,/(yn), lim(l - 8 N ) 9 N }  
>  m i n {  < £ I ,  (  x  ) ,  l i m < $ „ 6 N }  +  m i n { ( l  -  5 ) I , ' ( y ) , l i m ( l  -  8 N ) 0 N ]  
by lower semi-continuity of the rate functions. 
Now when 0 < 8  < 1, since 6n î oo, certainly we have the further lowerbound 
3l,(x) + (1 - 3)1,,(y) > inf _ (à,(z) + (1 - %,(y)}. 
( x , y ) e D ( s , r )  * •  >  
But also when 5 = 0, since lim&fL > 0 = 51,(x) (using possibly the convention that 
0 • oo = 0), we still have the same lowerbound. The case 8 = 1 is similar. • 
Lower Bound. For 1 < i < n  —  1 and (/,/') = (1,2) or (2,1), let S n [ i )  be the event 
that Xn switches at time i, and that the switch occurs between two states. jx G E/ and 
j2 G S,' which communicate with the greatest transition probability 7(7 + 1, (/,/')). Also, 
d e f i n e  Â n ( l , i )  =  { A n (  1 )  f l  S n ( i ) } .  
As is usual with lower bound proofs, we need only focus on open balls T C Q. The 
first step is to write, for (/, /') = (1,2) or (2,1), and S G (0,1) that 
fâ( Z n  G F, no repeat visits) (3.32) 
— A"(-^n G F, X\ G E,», An(0)) + fi™{Zn G F, X, G Ei, An( 1 )) 
^ K ( Z n  G F, X\ G £,/, A„(0)) + jj,™(Zn G F, Xi G E;, An(l ), S'n{ [n5J )) 
^i^n(Zn G r,ATi G S,, An(l), Sn(n — 1 )). (3.33) 
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Now, since D ( S ,  F) is open, we may select (x $ , y s ) G D ( 6 ,  F), and an open square 
Ae(z,$, y$) = Ae(xi) x At(y&) about (xs,ys) with side length t > 0 small enough so 
that Ac(xs,ys) C D(S, F). Then, the middle term in (3.33) is bounded below by 
# ( Z n € r , X i € S , , A : ( l ) , & ( M ) )  
= KU<zl"'>Xz^J+1)) e D(»,r),x, e s,, A^(i),s„(Hj)) 
> J+1) 6 A>(xs,ys),Xi € E,,Ai(l),5„([nij)) 
>«((4^,2^+2) e & i ( x h y s ) , X ,  € E,,A-(l),S„([„»j)) (3.34) 
where asn = 6~1([nS\/n) and b 5 n  = (1 — 5)-1((n — |_n5j )/n), and n is chosen large enough 
so that G A^fz;,#) implies G A'(z{,^). 
Continuing, (3.34) is greater than 
7(HJ + 1,(1,2))iiïsHz\nH e A(xj),XLNFJ = e E,) 
+ E A(W).A'„.M_, € E«.) 
> CKHJ+l,(l,2))Pi,(Z{*" € A(*,),XH e A(«)35) 
where C = |£,| minr€£, n(x). 
Now, the large deviation behavior of stationary chains are independent of the first 
and last observations. Therefore, with respect to (3.35), we have that 
!imiiog{7(M + i,(i,2))p;,(Zi"'J e AI^i.X^j =j1)pj;„,(z--["',J"1 e A(W))} 
> + _ {SUA{XT))  +  (1_ S)UMM))]  
> ilimi log 7(n, ((,(')) - {M|(ij)) + (1 - <S)Ip(!/i)} 
> 51im- log7(n, (/,/')) - inf U l i ( x )  +  (1-5)1,,(y)}. (3.36) 
n ( x , y)£D{ 5 ,  r) 
Analogously, the first and third terms in (3.33) are bounded (using Lemma 2.0.2): 
lim— log j/i"(Zn G r,Xi G S;/, An(0)) + /û"(Zn G T.XI G E,, An(l). ,S'n(?7 — 1))| 
2maX{" , J&f,o.r, '"M' ^'°87("/,'')) " <3-37» 
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Note that the first term under the "max" corresponds to US = 0" and the second term 
references US = 1." 
Combining (3.36) and (3.37), by maximizing over 8 6 [0,1] and (/,/') = (1.2) or 
(2,1), we obtain that 
lim^-log fâ(Zn e T) 
> sup max {(Slim—log 7(n, (/,/')) - inf I51/(x) + (1 - S ) I i i ( y ) }  \  
>-infJ^(z). (3.38) 1 
This finishes the proof of the proposition. • 
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CHAPTER 4. Primitivity 
The goal of this section is to provide large deviation bounds for Z n  =  Z n ( f  ) un­
der P7r({Pra}) € A(TT, P) when the limit matrix P is composed exactly of M primitive 
stochastic submatrices, namely when V U N = 0 and {P(i) : i G Ç} are all primitive 
but not necessarily positive. The method for LD upper bounds will be to overestimate 
in terms of a sequence of "e-perturbed" measures which correspond to a limit matrix 
with all positive submatrices, and then to apply the upper bounds of Proposition 3.0.5 
to the perturbed set-up. Finally, we will allow the perturbation e to vanish to recover 
desired bounds. For LD lower bounds, we will consider an "enlarged" set B so that a 
generalization of the switching Proposition 3.0.4 is applicable to the primitive setting. 
Then, the lower bounds of Proposition 3.0.5 are applied. 
Let now 
p  =  min{#(z, y )  :  p { ( x ,  y )  / 0,1 < i  <  M ,  x ,  y  <E CJ, 
be the minimum positive transition probability within the submatrices. Observe also 
that the maximum connection probability î(n) (3.2) in our context satisfies t(n) I 0. 
Define in addition, for e > 0 and 1 < i  <  M, the "e perturbed" submatrix P ( i ,  e) =  
{p,_e(s, t) : s,t € Ci} with pii€(s,t) = max{p,(s, t), e}, and note that P(i.e) > 0 when 
e > 0. Let also = Ictj,t be the extended rate function associated to sums Zn( f) with 
respect to the homogeneous chain run under P(i,c) (cf. Theorem 11.0.5). In addition, 
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for n > 1 and e > 0, let P_n and "Pn(e) be given by 
f(l)  T,(l ,2) T»(l,3) . . .  
_ r„(2,l)  f(2) %3) -..  T,(2,M) 
E - n  —  
_T,(M,1) T»(M,3) f(M) 
and 
t(l,3) ... 
t(2,l)  f(2,e) fn(2,3) -.. f,(2,M) 
f,(M,l) f,(M,2) f»(M,3) ... f(M,c) 
where { T n ( i , j ) }  were defined in (3.3). 
We note, under our assumption T> U AT = 0, that Pn differs from Pn (cf. subsection 
2.2) only possibly with respect to transitions on the subblocks {Ci : i G G}. That is, if 
there are some zero's in the submatrices {P(i) : i G G}, then the corresponding elements 
with respect to Pn are not fixed at zero. Also, note that {Vn{t)} are "perturbations" of 
{Vn} since Vn(0) = Vn (3.3). 
Form now through Construction A the measures z/" and with respect to {A,,} 
and {P„(e)}, and initial distribution IT. When e = 0, we denote V™ = z/"0 to correspond 
with notation in Subsection 3. Recall also the measures with respect to Corollary 
2.0.4. We then have the following initial bounds. 
Proposition 4.0.6 Let P be composed of exactly M primitive submatrices {P(i) : i G 
G}- We have for Borel sets F C R6 '  and e > 0 that 
ïiEllogf/;(e)(Z»eF) > ÏÎEllog^(Z^€F) 
> iim-iog//;(z»er) 
n 
>  l i m - l o g ^ ( Z ^ E F ) .  
n 
Pn(*) = 
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Proof. Note that > //"(•) > Kni') f°r each e > 0 since V n ( e )  >  P n  >  P _ r  
elementwise. • 
Recall now the definition of {7( n , ( i , j ) ) }  (3.4). Form, for e > 0 and n  > 2. the 
matrix Vn(e) = {pn,e(s,t)} by 
{7( n , ( i , j ) )  for all s £ Ci , t  6 C,, and distinct i , j  G G  P i > c ( s , t )  f o r  s , t  €  C i  a n d  i  6  G ,  
and also let V i ( c )  be the constant matrix of l's. These matrices can be thought of as 
perturbations of {Vn} as for e = 0 "P„(0) — Vn (3.7). Finally, let /}" e be constructed 
f r o m  C o n s t r u c t i o n  A  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  { P ^ ( e ) }  a n d  i n i t i a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  n .  
We now define modifications of 7(-) and 7(-) defined in Section 3. For distinct i , j  £ G  
and 0 < k < \G\ — 2, let IQ = i, lk+i = j and Lk = {/o, h, - • • Jk- /fc+i} C G be a set of 
distinct indices. Then, define 
k  
7 * ( n , ( i J ) ) =  ™ maxTT*(n + (r + l)(s + 1), { l a J 3 + i  ) ) •  0< k <\G\ — 2 LK -*»•*• 
s=0 
The difference with 7(ra, ( i , j ) )  is that now steps are on length r. The point is that with 
only primitivity assumptions one needs to take longer paths to pick up "optimal" routes. 
However, similarly to j(n, (i,j)), we have 7*(n, (i,j) < 7(n, (z, j). 
Let also E * ( M )  = (M —l)[r(M —2) + 2(r —1)], and define, analogously to 7(72, (z, j)), 
that 
f ( * , ; ) )  =  ( * , ; ) )  
0 < k < E ( M )  ~  
for distinct i , j  £ £. Also, in analogy to { V n }  define for n  >  1 the "primitive" version 
by 
!
7*(n, (i,j)) for all s 6 Ci , t  E Cj, and distinct i , j  €  G  
' 
P i{ s , t )  for s , t  E  C i  and z 6 5. 
Let now /x*n be generated from construction A with respect to {"P*} and initial distri­
bution 71". 
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Parallel to Proposition 3.0.4, the following result specifies the "switching" ansatz in 
the primitive case. 
Proposition 4.0.7 Let P be composed of M primitive stochastic sub-matrices, and let 
t{n) 4- 0. Let also T C R be a Borel set. Then, for all e > 0, 
2 i _ 
lim—logf i ™ ( Z n  E T) < lim—log/}"£(Zn E F,X n  has no repeat visits). 
Also, when F is the open ball F = B(u,a) with center u E and radius a > 0. we have 
1 1 -* 
l i m — l o g E  F )  >  l i m —  l o g  fi*n(Z„ E Tn,Xn has no repeat visits) 
where F„ = B(u,a — cjn) and c = c(M, /) is a constant. 
Proof. We will separate the proof into "upperbound" and "lowerbound" arguments. 
Upper Bound. From Proposition 4.0.6, we have that //"(•) < i/" (-) for each e > 0. 
As can be inspected, the "switching" Proposition 3.0.4 assumes only that t(n) I 0 and 
positivity of the {P(i) : i E G} (but not their stochasticity). Then, working with i/£'£, 
in place of since {P(i, e) : i E G) are all positive matrices, the upperbound follows 
by Proposition 3.0.4. 
Lower Bound. For the lowerbound, the plan is to revise the "switching" Proposition 
3 . 0 . 4  l o w e r b o u n d  s o  a s  t o  a p p l y  w i t h  7 *  a n d  7 *  i n  p l a c e  o f  7  a n d  7  w h e n  { P ( i )  :  i  E  G ]  
are merely primitive, and not necessarily positive submatrices. 
The main change in the "switching" argument in section 3 is explained with respect 
to the comment in part 2 of the lowerbound proof of Proposition 3.0.4. There, by 
positivity of {P(i)}, the connecting paths between subpaths {J,} could be formed in 
terms of pairs of states in distinct subsets {Ci}. However, when {P{i)} are primitive, 
in general, one may not be able to connect a pair of states in a subset in one step. 
But, since by primitivity {P(z')r} are positive submatrices, one can replace "pairs" with 
"sequences of length r," and accomplish the mission. 
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More carefully, we follow the method the lowerbound in Proposition 3.0.4 to define a 
modified set B. Let part 1 be as before except with E*(M) = (M — 1 )[(r +1 )(M — 2) + 2? ] 
and p in place of E(M) and p. But, replace parts 2 and 3 with the following. 
2'. When, m > 2, we now connect subpaths and J2 by way of 0 < k < M — 2 
intermediate sub-transitions. Let x1,0 = (x|'°,..., x*'0) and xl'h+l = (x}'A'+1,. .., .r,u"+1) 
be a sequences in Ci1 and C,-2 respectively. When 1 < k < M — 2, let {/x,..., lk} C 
{!,..., M} \ {ii, i2} be a set of distinct indices. Let also x1'1 = ..., x*^) belong to 
Ci {  for 1 < i  < k. 
Form w1  = (x1,0, ..., x1,fc+1), and let k\ — |w^|. Choose now w1  so that 
Pjl+r+l iXr •> X1 )Pji+2(r+l)(3;r+ii ) ' ' ' PjY +(fc+X)(r+l)(^r+l•> X1 ) = 7 (jl ~t~ 11 1 • *2)) 
> 7"Ui + L('i^2)). 
Also, note that kY  < G*(M) where G*(M) = (r + 1 )(M — 2) + 2r because tv1 possesses 
a first and last sequence of length r and in between at most M — 2 sequences of length 
r + 1. Then, by primitivity, 
[Pji+lill j!  1 X \  ) '  '  '  Pji+r( xr-l!  xr ) ]  [ P j i  +r+2(^ i  ' . x2 )  '  '  '  P.il  +2r+l  (•? ' , •  •  ) ]  
> p',+1 
— F 
Hence, by Proposition 4.0.6, 
f h i t i  (%, =5') > kUi)': (À, = w ' )  yJ1 y j1 
3.' When m > 3, we connect subpaths Jq  and J?+1 inO<fc<M — 2 sub-transitions 
for 2 < q < m — 1. Let xq,° = (x''0,. .., x^'°) and xq,k+l = (xj'A + 1,. . ., xJ(,A'+l ) be 
a sequences in and Cl?+1 respectively. When 1 < k < M — 2. let {/, lk.} C 
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{! , . . . ,  M} \  {iq ,  iq+\} be a set of distinct indices. Let also xç,î = .... x^,) belong 
to Ci i  for  1  < i  < k.  
Form wq  = (x9 ' ° ,  à;9'1,. . . ,  xg , k + l) ,  and let kq  = |û;9|. Also, analogous to step 2', 
choose wq so that for b(q) — jq + (ji + kt) we have 
P6(,)+r+l(a:r'°,3;i^) ' "P%)+(t+l)(r+l)(^i,zï'^^ = + 1, 
Then, in particular, as k t  < E*{M) since q — 1 < m — 2 < M — 2 and max, k,  < 
G*(M),  we have as in part 2' above that 
#-(Hg))*: (Â, = ») > v(t>(q)Û (Â, = 0) 
y3q y3q 
i— 1 
Now, part 4 and the rest of the lowerbound proof in Proposition 3.0.4 is the same 
with jj*xo~E in place of fix ~E(M\ • 
With this "switching" proposition in hand, the main LD bounds follow. Recall U0 
(1.9)  and define,  for  dist inct  i , j  E G, 
= -lim-log7*(n, ( i .  j )) .  
n  
Proposition 4.0.8 Let P be such that  V = 0 and {P(i)  : i  E G} o.re primit ive.  Let  
also r C M.d  be a Borel  set ,  and ir  a  distr ibution with posi t ive weights  on S. Then,  
- jnf Jr2(z) < lim^^^-log yû*"(Zn E F°, no repeat visits) 
< lim^olimn-s-oo- log Z„ E P. no repeat visits) 
< - inf Jwo(z). 
zer 
Proof.  The LD lowerbounds follow exactly as in Proposition 3.0.5 with /2*n in place 
of yù". Also, the intermediate bound follows analogously since V* < Pn(e) termwise and 
so K(') < ) kr all c > 0. 
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For the upperbounds, as is standard, we will concentrate on compact sets F C Rd. 
Now, note the simple bound, /<"(•) < /û"j£(-) for all e > 0. As {P(i, e) : i £ Ç] are 
positive sub-matrices, the same proof as in Proposition 3.0.5, with It-_e substituted for I,, 
yields that 
(4.1) 
M — 1  i  M  
i—1 j=1 t=l 
Denote the right-hand side of (4.1) by —/6(F). The strategy will be now to take limits 
on Ie(F) as e J, 0. That one can take such limits and replace with K; in (4.1) is the 
subject of the following Proposition 4.0.9. • 
Proposition 4.0.9 For F C compact,  we have 
lim^oÂ(r) > inf J%(z). (4.2) 
Proof.  First recall that inf2er Ju0(z) equals 
M  —  l i  M  
v M e a ( M )  a e s M  D { M , V m , V )  ^  
inf min inf + 
i — 1  j = 1  Î= 1  
When lim^o /£(F) = oo, (4.2) is immediate. 
Suppose now that lim^o /£(F) < oo. By lower semi-continuity of /,-)£ for 1 < i  < M, 
we have that /e(F) is achieved at some (ue,cre,ze). By choosing subsequences, we may 
ensure that vt —y u, and ut — a' is independent of e. Also, since the domain of finiteness 
Qitz of Iis a subset C B(0, \\f\\L°°) of the closed ball (Lemma 2.0.2) for all 
i G G and e > 0, we can also take xt = (xliC,..., xM,t) —> x € (5(0, ||/||l~)m. Since, F 
is closed, by the argument of Lemma 3.0.5 we have that x 6 D{M, VM, F). 
We now claim for 1 < i  < M that 
> A(^). (4.3) 
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Then, assuming (4.3), we have 
M —  1  i  M  
lim^oÂ(r) = lim- (]T v j i C)Ui({a t{i) ,  a e ( i  +  1)) +  ^  )  
i = 1 j=l i— 1 
> 7(r) 
finishing the proof. 
We now establish (4.3). Let /)(C,, e, A) be the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue corre­
sponding to P(i,t) (cf. (1.2)) for e > 0. From Lancaster [18], we have for all A 6 R6' 
that lim^olog Pi,e(A) = logp,(A). Now let A G Rj. Then, 
liirkIiAxi,e) = lim£ sup {(A, x i f t )  - log p ( C i ,  e ,  A)} 
> lim£{(Â,xl)£) — log/?(Cj,e,Â)} 
= (Â,x)-logXC,,Â). 
Hence, as A € Rd  is arbitrary, we have limeI,i£(x,,e) > supA{(A, x) — logp{C x ,  A)} = E,(.r). 
• 
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CHAPTER 5. Periodicity 
The goal of this section is to prove large deviation bounds for { Z n ( f ) }  with respect to 
G A(TT, P) when the limit matrix P corresponds to M irreducible sets, that is 
when VU Af — 0 and {P(i) : i 6 Q{P)} are irreducible and stochastic but not necessarily 
positive or primitive. In particular, some of the submatrices {P(i)} may be irreducible 
and periodic. The LD upper bounds given will be the same as in the primitive case. 
The LD lower bounds, however, is different, although they are similar in spirit to those 
in the primitive case in Section 4. 
Recall now the measures for n > 1, and Corollary 2.0.4. Recall also {t(n, (?',  j))} 
(1.7), and i(n) (3.2). In our context, t(n) I 0. 
For distinct i , j  £ Q and 0 < k < M — 2, let /0 = i ,  lk+i = j and Lk — 
{/0 ,  h ,lk,  4+i} C {!,..., M} be a set of distinct indices. Let also 1 < q0, qk+1 < r, 
and when k > 1 let 1 < çi,..., <3% < r + 1 be given, and call the set Q k  =  {% Q k + 1 } •  
Let x° = (x°, ..., x°0 ) and x k + 1  = (x k + 1 , ..., x k^ ) be vectors in CI and C3 respectively, 
and when k > 1 let xl = (x\,..., xlq.) be a vector in for 1 < 1 < k. In addition, let 
x l 2  = ($2,. . .  ,x l q .)  when % > 2. Define the set of these vectors as 14 = {,f°, x l  ,rA'+1}. 
Let also r(s) = for 0 < s < /c + 1. 
Now define, for y 6 C t  and z 6 C3 , that 
max max max max 
0 < k < M - 2  L k  Q k  V k  
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(-?,„= X°) IJ 
oit* ' 
JJ t(n + r(s), la ,  l s + 1;x s q s ,xl+ 1  
5=0 
Also define 
7+(»,(w))= jnf 7+(n,z,;;i/,z). 
— yec,,zeCj — 
Let also E ( M )  =  ( M  — l)[(r + 1 )(M — 2) + 2r] be as before in Section 4. and define 
0 < k < E ( M ) ~  
In words, 7 +(n, i , j ;  y, z) is the largest probability of moving from y  t o  z  starting at time 
n — 1 within certain constraints on travel under jUy 1,n+^s=0 q\ Then, 7+(n, (z, j)) is the 
least such probability of moving from C; to Cj at time n — 1, and 7+(n, (z, j)) is the 
minimum of this quantity over certain initial times. 
Recall { j ( n ,  (3.4), and note as with j{n,( i , j ))  in Section 3 and 7*(n,(z,j)) 
in Section 4, we have that 
%+(%,(*, j')) < ?(", («,;)) 
for all distinct i , j  G G • 
Let now "P+ = {p+(5,^} by 
I 7+(n, (z, j)) for all s G C^t G Cj,and distinct z, j  G G 
KW) = < 
I P i (s , t )  for s, t  G Ci  and i  G G-
for n > 1, and define (i+n with respect to Construction A and {T+} and initial dis­
tribution 7r. Also, recall for e > 0 the measures ù™ in Section 4, and in Corollary 
2.0.4. 
Proposition 5.0.10 Let P correspond to M irreducible sub-matrices,  and let î(n) J, 0. 
irreducible sub-matrices.  Let F C be a Borel set.  Then, for e > 0. the upper bound 
holds, 
lim— logH™(Zn G F) < lim— log fi™ f{Zn G F,Xn has no repeat visits). 
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Also, when F is the open ball  F = B(u,a) with center u £ Rd  and radius a > 0, the 
lower bound holds, 
lim— log/z"(Zn G T) > lim— log ù*n(Z„ <G F„, Xn  has no repeat visits) 
n n 
where F„ = B(u,a — c/n) and c = c(M,/) is a constant.  
Proof.  Recall that the upperbound proof of Proposition 4.0.7. The main point there 
was to let e > 0 and to overestimate //"(•) by z/" |£(-) which is formed with respect to 
positive submatrices {P(i,e) :£ G}- Then, upperbounds corresponding to the positive 
case (Theorem 3.0.4) can be applied. The same scheme works here in the periodic 
situation as well. 
Lower Bound. The main problem with extending the proof of the lower bound 
in Theorem 4.0.7 to the "periodic" case is that, in general, one may not be able to 
connect states in subsets C; and Cj with respect to {7*(n, (i, j))}. Periodicity can lock 
the evolution into cycles from which the most optimal transitions cannot be chosen. We 
can however use {7+(n, (i,j)) defined above to get a similar statement. 
As before, the method hinges on defining an appropriate set B. For 1 < m, < M, 
let subpaths Ji with end points y[ and %/j. be as before for 1 < i < m. We now replace 
parts 2' and 3' with the following. 
2". When, m > 2, we connect subpaths J\ and J2  with 0 < k < M — 2 sub-
transiti o n s .  L e t  1  <  ç o ,  q k + i  <  r  a n d  x 1 , 0  =  ( x ° , . . . ,  x ° Q )  a n d  x 1 , k + 1  -  ( x j + 1 , . . . ,  )  
b e  v e c t o r s  i n  Q ,  a n d  C , - 2  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  L e t  l 0  =  i \  a n d  l k + ï  —  i 2 ,  a n d  w h e n  1  <  k  <  
M — 2, let {/i,..., lk} C {1 \ {zi, i2} be a set of distinct indices. Let also 
1 < <7i> • • • 5 Çfc < r + 1 and let x1'1 = (x\,. . . , x'.) be a vector in C/f for 1 < / < k. In 
a d d i t i o n ,  l e t  x ^  =  ( x l 2 , . . . ,  x l q . )  w h e n  q i  >  2 .  L e t  a l s o  r ( a )  =  X ^ u = o  l u  f o r  0  <  a  <  k  +  1 .  
Let now w1  = (x1,0,..., x1 , k + 1),  and ki = j-tZ;11 so that 
^r(xn = f<°) n = y\) 
qa> 2 
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k 
• J"J t(n + r(a) + 1, L, k+i,  xq a ,  x"+ 1) 
a~0 
= i+(ii + i, *1, *2; y?)-
Then, certainly, 
d! 7+(ii + 1,(21,22)). 
3." When m > 3, we connect subpaths J s  and J s +1 for 2 < s < m — 1 in 0 < k < M — 2 
sub-transitions. As in part 2", let ç0,Çfc+i < r and çi,..., < r + 1 and let ,rs'° = 
(x°,..., x°0) and xs,k+1 = (z^+1,..., 2^) be vectors in Qs and C,3+I respectively. Let 
li = is and lk+i = z's+i and when 1 < k < M — 2 let {/%, ...,/*} C {1,..., M} \ {is, zs+1} 
be a set of distinct indices. Let also Xs'1 — (x\,..., x% ) be a vector in Cit for 1 < i < k. In 
addition, let x2l = {x2,..., xlq.) when # > 2. Let also r(o) = ]C«=o Ç« for 0 < a < fc + 1, 
a n d  b ( s )  =  j s  +  E C i  +  k i ) -
Let now w s  —  ( x s , ° , . . .  , x s ' k + x ) ,  and k s  = |ius| be such that 
b ( s ) , q 0 ( Y  _  TT f>(«)+'"(s) + 1»9s-H-! j  y  _  rrM+l \ / ,(s) + f(A' + l).l , y _ s+1 \ 
^y s  VAÎO ~ X /Il M-s + l lAgs + i -1 — X2  j f l  k+i (Aj — t/1 ) 
oit* ' 
k 
• JJi(6(s) + r(s) + l , l s , l s + 1-,x s q s ,x{+ 1) 
s—0 
= %+(6(a) + 
Then, in particular, as J2i=i — S(M), we have 
^')'*,+I(xi,+1 = (t»*,y;+1>) > 7+(Éj' + 1' 
2 = 1 
> 1+C^2ji + l,(z's,zs+i)). 
i=1 
Now, part 4 of Proposition 3.0.4 is the same to define B. Then, finally, we can write 
e r) > e r,x„ e fi) 
> pS(M)^+(n-EI^))(^n_ejM) £ r„,A'„_E(M| visits each C, ai. most, on re) 
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where p is as in Section 4. After taking "lim," this finishes the proof. • 
We can state now the main large deviation bounds in the periodic case. Recall UQ 
(1.9) and define TA for distinct i, j G Q by 
% ( i , j )  =  -lim^- log 7 + (n , ( i ,  j ) ) .  
Proposition 5.0.11 Let P be such that V = 0. Let also V C be a Borel set.  and r r  
a distribution with positive weights on S. Then, 
"Jer€ r°, no repeat visits) 
< lime^olim^oo - log z)" e(^„ € F, no repeat visits) 
< - inf JMo(z). 
zer 
Proof.  The proof is exactly as in the primitive case (Proposition 4.0.8). • 
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CHAPTER 6. Irreducibility and Transience 
In this section, we give large deviation bounds for {Zn( f  )}  under P7R({P„}) G A(TT, P) 
for the most general limit matrix P. In particular, beyond what has been discussed in 
section 5, P may be in addition associated to some transient states, that is V U N may 
not be empty. As for the "positive," "primitive," and "periodic" cases, we will first 
prove a version of the "switching" ansatz. Then, the main LD bounds are proved in the 
general case. 
We now extend the definition of j (n,  in Section 3 (3.4) to distinct i ,  j  G VjQ-
Namely, for i,j G V U G distinct and 0 < k < \V U G\ ~ 2, form as before the set 
LK = {i  — ,  hi  4+i = j} C T> U G of distinct indices, and let now 
k 
?(n,(w))  = max maxTTi(?î  + s , { l s , l s + l ) ) .  
0 K k < . \ V u Q \  —  2  L k  
Let also sub-matrices {P(z, e) : i  G G) for e > 0 be as in Section 4. Also, in analogy to 
{P(t)j in Section 4, define, for ei,e2 > 0, the matrices Vn(ti, e2) = {Pn,tut2{s,t)} by 
7(n, ( i , j ))  for all s G Ci ,  t  6 Cj ,  and distinct i , j  G V U G 
i ,e 1 ,e 2 ( s )  t )  =  P i,e { s , t )  for  s, t  £ Ci  and i  G G 
Ci for s, t G Cj and i  G V, 
for n > 2, and also e2) be the constant matrix of l's. Let now be formed 
from Construction A with respect to {Pk{tI , E 2 ) }  and distribution T T . 
Let also t (n)  = maXi > 3  t (n,  ( i ,  j ))  correspond to the largest entry which connects 
"upwards" with respect to the ordering of the sets {C, : 1 < i < N + M}. Observe that 
^(u) —y 0. 
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We now define a generalization of 7+(-) in Section 5. For distinct i , j  G G  •  and 
0 < k < N + M — 2, let Iq — i, lk+i = j and = {Iq, l\,..., lk, 4+i} C {1,..., ./V + Af} 
be a set of distinct indices. Let also 
1 < q0 ,  Çfc+i < r, and when k > 1 and 1 < s < k,  
let 1 < q s  < r + 1 for 5 G G-, and q s  = 1 for s 0 G-, (6.1) 
and call the set Qk = {%, • • • •> Qk+i}- Let x° = (x", x°o) and xfc+1 = (,rf+1 , x^ ) 
be vectors in Ci and Cj respectively, and when k > 1 let x l  = (x\ , .... x* )  be a vector 
in C/. for 1 < i < k. In addition, let x\ = (xl2,..., x®.) when ç,- > 2. Define the set of 
such vectors as 14 = {x°, x1,..., xfc+1}. Let also r(s) = qu for 0 < 5 < k + 1. 
For distinct i , j  G G ,  define, for y  G C i  and z  G C j ,  that 
7°(n,W;3/,z) 
= max max max max QKk^N-\-M—2 Lfe Qk V k  
=5°) n  (*•>•+•-> = %+ 1)e"J+'H"~U(x '  = 2> 
9, >2 
k 
• JJ <(n + r(s), l s ,  l s + i ;x s q s ,x l+ 1) .  
s~ 0 
Also define for distinct i , j  G G  
7°(n,(w))= inf 7°(nJJia;,3/)- (6.2) 
— y€C,,z£C3  — 
Let also E ( N ,  M ) = (M — 1 ) [ r ( M  —  2 )  +  N  +  2(r — 1)], and define 
= ^  min j°(n +/c,(i,;)). (6.3) 0 < k < E ( N , M )  ~  
The difference between the various forms of 7°(-)  and 7+(-)  in Section 5 is with 
respect to movement on sets {Ci : i G V}. With respect to the limit matrix P, these 
sets, once left, are never traversed again, however, in the approach Pn -» P, optimal 
routes may include short 1-step visits for instance. 
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Recall {7( n , ( i , j ) ) }  (3.4), and note as with " i { n , ( i , j ) )  in Section 3, 7*(n,(i,j)) in 
Section 4, and 7°(n, (i,j)) in Section 5, we have that 
(w)) < ?(n,(w)) 
for ail distinct i , j  £  G -
Define now V® = {p°(s, i t ) }  by 
7°(n,(i,j)) for ail s E Ci , t  E  Cj ,  and distinct i , j  E  G  
P n ( - M )  —  P i ( s , t )  f o r  s ,  t  E  C i  a n d  i  E  G  
0 for s E Ci , t  E Cj  when i  or j  E T>, 
for n > 1, and define with respect to Construction A and {V^} and initial distribution 
7T. Recall also fj,™ from Corollary 2.0.4. 
Proposition 6.0.12 Let P be in the general form (1.6),  and let Y C M.rf be a Borel set.  
Then, for e\ , t2  > 0, the upper bound holds, 
lim-log j i^{Zn  E T) < lim- log/2™ ei e2(Zn € F, Xn  has no repeat visits). 
Also, when F is the open ball  F = B ( u , a )  around u  E  with radius a  > 0. thi lower 
bound holds, 
lim— log u™(Z„ E T) > lim—log ^""(Zn £ F„, Xn  has no repeat visits) 
where F„ = B(u, a — c/n) and c — c(N, M, f)  is constant.  
Proof.  As before, the proof consists of upper and lower bound parts. 
Upperbound. Define for ei, e2 > 0 and n > 1 the matrices P n { e i < e 2 )  = { p „ . f ,( * .  0} 
by 
t ( n , ( i , j ) )  for s  E  Ci , t  £  C 3  and distinct ?' and j  
P i ^ 2 ( s , t )  f o r  s , t  E  C i  a n d  i  £  G  
t i  for s , t  £ C t  and i  £ V. 
Pn,ti , t2 (s, t)  — < 
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where { t ( n ,  ( i , j ))} is defined in (2.1). 
Form now through Construction A the measure f"i£lt£2 with respect to { P n ( e ) }  and 
initial distribution 7r. 
Analogous to the strategy of the "primitive case", for ei, e2 > 0, the measure v* t2 
dominates /i™. But, although i/" corresponds to positive submatrices with respect 
to {Ci : i 6 V U G}, we cannot immediately apply the proof of Proposition 4.0.7. The 
difficulty is that P may be composed of some transient states for which t(n,(i:j)) does 
n o t  v a n i s h  w h e n  i  <  j .  A l t h o u g h ,  o f  c o u r s e ,  w h e n  i  >  j  i t  c e r t a i n l y  i s  t r u e  t h a t  / ( ? ? .  ( ? ' .  j ) )  
vanishes. 
Observe, however, for a realization Xn  which switches between sets {Ci} many times 
there will be guaranteed a fraction of these switches between sets Ci and Cj for i > j, 
and so one can closely follow the case when P possesses only recurrent states. 
With these comments, we begin the proof by following the proof of Proposition 3.0.4 
to bound /u"(Zn G F) up to Step 5. 
Case I > ||Cz||(||C/|| — l)/2) + N + M — 1. Since the chain can only make at most 
N + M — 1 "upward" switches from sets Ci to Cj for i  < j,  in q > N + M — 1 
switches there will be at least [ q / ( N  +  M  —  1)] "downward" switches from sets C i  to 
Cj for i  > j.  In Step 5 of the proof of Proposition 3.0.4, one culls from the product of 
connection terms ]ll=i UdkiVn) + 1, (zfc, ù+i)) at most ||C/||(||C/|| — l)/2 factors whose 
product dominates nl=i'_1 7A:(c;(xn) + l, (iSk,iSk+1))- Remaining in the connection terms 
product are at least / — ||C/||(||C/|| — l)/2 uncommitted factors of which at least / = 
[ { I  — ||C/|j(||C/j| — 1 ) / 2 ) / ( N  +  M  —  1)] correspond to upward transitions. Therefore, in 
place of (3.15), in our more general context, using monotonicity of t ( n ) ,  we have 
i  ||C,||-1 / 
YlHgkiVn) + l,(Zfc,Zfc+l)) < n ~ik{<ri{ X n )  + l,(iSk,iSk+1)) ^ Qt(j). 
k= 1 k=l j = l 
We now follow the rest of the proof of Proposition 3.0.4 to finish the argument in this 
case. 
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Case I < ||C/||(||C/|| — l)/2) + N + M — 1. In this case, as / = o(n), the same proof 
applies as in Step 7. 
This finishes the upperbound. 
Lower Bound. The only difference with the lower bound argument in Section 5 
is that now Ç may include some non-zero substochastic matrices, and the {q,} obey 
description (6.1). Everything else follows the same script. • 
Before going to the main result of the section, we state a technical lemma. Recall 
the routing cost lio (1.9). 
Lemma 6.0.7 For distinct i , j ,k £ G, 
Proof.  By definition, it follows for some ki and set of distinct elements L l  — {ZQ = 
=  j )  t h a t  U 0 { i , j )  =  2 3 s L o u ( ^ s + i ) -  S i m i l a r l y ,  f o r  s o m e  k 2  a n d  L 2  =  
{Zg = j, Z?,..., Z^, Z^+i = A;}, we have %(j, Z^^ ). 
Let now T be the first index of an element in L l  which belongs to L2 .  Clearly, 
1  < T < ki + 1. Call  also T' the index of this element in L2 .  
Form now the collection L3  = { Z Q,  / J , . . . ,  Z y ,  Z y , + 1 , . . . ,  Z | 2 + 1 } .  From construction, L3  
is  a  dist inct  set  of elements which we will  relabel as L3  = {ZQ,  . .  . ,  Zjj?  } for some k3 .  
Now, since v(a,b) < 0 for all distinct a, b, we have 
S = 0 5=0 5=0 
However, 
k  
U 0 ( i , k )  =  max max ) v( l s ,  Zs+1) 
0 < k < M - 2  L f c  — '  
- - s=0 
> E 
s—0 
> %(i,;)+%(j,A:). 
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• 
At this point, define 7g for distinct i , j  £  G  by 
(6.4) 
Proposition 6.0.13 Let P be in the general form (1.6),  and n be a distribution with 
Proof.  The lower bound follows as for the positive, primitive or periodic cases. 
Upper Bound. First, if N = \T>\ = 0, we are basically in the case of "primitivity, 
and the result follows by the argument of Proposition 4.0.8. 
Otherwise, as with the proofs in the other cases, let us focus on compact F's. 
Next, for ei,e2 > 0, with respect to A")£l)£2, we note the sets {C, : i  £ V U G} 
correspond to positive submatrices {P(i, e2) • i £ G} U {{ei} : i £ V}. Also, note that 
I;i£2 is the extended rate function corresponding to Ct- for i £ G, and also that 
positive weights on S. Then, for Borel sets F C we have 
— inf Jt^(z) < lim^-log /x°ra(Z„ £ Fn,X„ has no repeat visits) 
< lim£24.0lim£l4.0lim- log /l" £l £2 (Zn £ T,Xn has no repeat visits) 
< - inf JfWo(z). 
zer 
for x = i 
otherwise 
is the degenerate rate function associated to Ci = {%'} for i  £ V. 
Now, applying Proposition 3.0.5, we establish that 
lim^log/«"(ei,e2)(Zn E F) 
< — inf min inf 
VN+m€&N+M &£SN+M SN + MeD(N+M,vff+ M ,r)  
N + M - l  i  
j = 1  a ( i )ev v ( i ) € Q  <7(:)eC 
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Now since I(r(1-)iei is degenerate about for a ( i )  E T>, we can evaluate the above 
expression on some A  E S N+M as 
N + M - 1  
inf inf 
V N +M ^N +M  x'N + MeD'(vN + M  53 U 1 ( a ( i ) , a ( i  +  i=1 j=1 
53 lo§ £1 + 53 
c(«)eD) 
t 2 \ X i j  
where D '(V N +M) are those vectors X/V+M E D ( N  +  M , V N + M ,  H such that X ,  = f { c r ( i ) )  
for ar(i) E D. 
We now fix e2 and let ei j. 0. Since extended rate functions are lower semi-continuous 
and achieve their infimums on compact sets, we can evaluate the above expression at 
some vtl on the compact set £IN+M as 
N + M - 1  
I" £ w.wo^(.+i))[E"-
- 53 53 (6-5) 
<r(i)ev v(i)6Ç 
where D ( e n )  =  D ' ( v t l ) .  
Since fljv+M is compact, a subsequence converges, and so we may just as well assume 
that vtl —» v for some v E fi/v+M- Now, if J2a(i)ev 'A 0, then the limit of the 
last expression as t\ vanishes equals —oo, and so is automatically less than the desired 
quantity in the proposition. 
On the other hand, if ^<r(;)ez> vanishes, we must have Yja(,)eG v< > 0. Now 
if the infimum as t\ | 0 is —oo, we again have the bound in the proposition trivially. 
Suppose then that the limit is finite. Then, the infimums can be evaluated on a sequence 
{xtl} C D(ei) A Q where we recall Q is the compact convex hull of the domains of 
finiteness of the rate functions. Moreover, we can take xe, convergent to some x. By the 
argument of Lemma 3.0.5, we have that x E D(N + M, u, F). 
With these comments, since — Yla(i)ev l°g ei > 0, we have that (6.5) is less than 
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N + M - 1 i  
lim 53 ^(<7(i),cr(i+ l))[53yj,ei - 53 ^(O.eafar.-.ei ) 
i=1 j=1 <?{i)£G 
N + M - l  i  
< 53 wo(o-(t),<7(i+i))[53uj ~ 53 v^)^xà (6.6) 
«=1 j=1 <r{i)eQ 
where the last line (6.6) follows from lower semicontinuity of the rate functions. 
Now if TV = 1 and M = 1, then (6.6) is bounded above by —Ia(i),t2 ( x i )  where 
Ç = {(?(%)} and Xi G F. This brings us back to the argument of Proposition 4.0.8 again. 
Suppose now that N + M > 3. The strategy will be to form a permutation rj € SM 
and vector UM € OM for which (6.6) reduces to an expression involving only terms 
relating to Ç. Recall that Ç = {Ci, • • •, CM}- Let now cr~l(G) = {\i, • • •, \M} where 
is chosen successively as the indices which a maps into Q. That is, let 
Xi = min{s : cr(s) G Q} and = min{s > X^i : <r(s) € £/} for 2 < i < M. 
Define now ÛM € f?M by u s  =  v X s  for 1 <  s  <  M .  
Since V {  = 0 for a ( i )  £  Ç ,  and in particular ut- = 0 for 1 < i  <  x i  — 1 if \i > 2, we 
have 
N + M - l  i  
53 W0(<t(î),O-(Î+I))[53' 
I=I 
N+M-l 
j=l 
= 53 %k(*),cr(%+1)) 53 
« = X l  XI < J < i  jecr-HS) 
M - I  X k  + 1-1 
= 53 | 53 Uo(<r(i),<r(i+ 1)) 53 
k—1 i=Xk 
N + M - l  
+ 53 1)) 53''' 
XI <3<> 
JET-'IS) l = X M  .7 = 1 
where the last term on the right does not appear if \ M  =  N  +  M .  In any case, since the 
last term is non-positive, we can bound the right-hand side by the first term 
M— i x*+i -i 
53 1 53 Wo(<r(o,<r(i+1))[ 53 1 
k =  1 i = X k  XI <-)<• 
je=r -1(9) 
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We now bound individually the terms in large brackets. Since u; = 0 if x* + 1 < / < 
Xs+1 — 1 for 1 < / < M — 1, we may write 
X k + i - i  
53 ^o(o-(i),cr(i+l))| 53 
i = X k  x i < j < >  jeo-—i (a) 
k  k  
s=1 
k  
<%((;(%&), <r(%t+i)) 53' 
s  =  1  
-"Xa 
s— 1 
by repeatedly applying the "triangle inequality" Lemma 6.0.7. 
Hence, 
N + M - l  i  M - 1  k  
53 [53 - 53 o-(%t+i)) [ 53 ^  j=i fc=i i=i 
Also, we have 
^ ' y i'I<r(i'),e2(a-i) = ^ (xXfc)' 
IECR-MS) FC=L 
Therefore, (6.6) is bounded above by 
M — l  k  M  
^  y  M o { & { X k ) i  c { x k + 1 ) )  ^  ^  u s  ~  ^  ^  ^ / c l < r ( x f c ) , e 2  ( X X k  
s= 1 
M 
(6.7)  
k =  1 3=1 /C=L 
Let now 77 be the permutation of 5M such that Q,-) = a (xi) for 1 < i  <  M .  Then 
we can rewrite (6.7) as 
M - l  k  M  
53 ^ 1 ( ^ v ( k ) i  C v ( k + 1 ) )  53 U s  ~~ ^ ' U k ^ - C „ ( k ) > t 2  ( X X k  ) •  ( 6 . 8 )  
/c= 1 5=1 k —  1  
Now, by construction € F. Then, recalling Vj — 0 for CT(J) ^ Ç, we have 
N + M  E <  
i=i 
E  
E  jGff-MS) 
M  
E  
5=1 
+ 53 w 
% 
U s x X s  1  
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and so ( x X l , . . . ,  x X M )  € D ( M , Û M ,  T). Thus, (6.8) is bounded above by 
M — 1  k  M  
" Qt+1)) [ 5Z (z&). 
k= 1  5=1 k= 1  
It therefore follows that 
limlim-log/f"(ei,e2)(Zn € P) 
ei4-0 n 
< — inf min inf 
Xm£ D { M , Vm,T) 
M — 1  i  M  
~ 'y  ] ^l(Çg(i); Co-(t+l)) ^  ] v j  + "y ^ v i^i c r( i), t 2 (#:')) '  
2 = 1 j = l 1 = 1 
This puts us back to the same expression for the primitive case (4.1). The proof is now 
the same as for Theorem 4.0.8. • 
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CHAPTER 7. Some Properties of Routing Costs 
In this section, we state some properties of certain routing costs with respect to 
^({•PN}) € A(TT, P) which are useful to the proof of the main theorems in the next 
section. 
Recall costs U0 (1.9) and % (6.4). 
Proposition 7.0.14 Suppose Assumption B holds.  Then,  for dist inct  i , j  E Q { P ) .  
Proof .  Recall the definitions of y°(n, i , j ;y ,  z)  (6.2), 7and 7 °(n,( i , j ))  i n  
Section 6. It is enough to prove for y € C; and z € Cj that 
finishing the proof. 
We now show (7.1). Let k and Lk = {i  = /o, /1, • • •, lk ,  4+1 = j }  C {1,. . . ,  N  +  M }  
be such that 
> %(w). 
n — 
(7.1) 
Then, clearly lim/log -y°(n, ( i ,  i ) ) ) / n  >  U 0 ( i , j )  and so in turn 
k 
5=0 
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To connect with the definition of 7°(n, (z,j)), we now form the path vector x° = 
(x°,..., x°qQ) in Ci and state x\ € C^ such that 
1 < <7o < r ,  x° = a(i ,h) ,  jJl~ l , r(X r  = x°) > p r ,  and xj = &n+go(/./j). 
That such a vector x° exists follows from the irreducibility of P ( i ) .  
Now analogously form vectors x1 = (x},..., 2^),..., x k + 1  — (x k + 1 ,. .., x^) with 
elements in C;j , . . . ,  Ci k + 1  such that ,  for  1  < s < k,  
x  
— &(hih+l^)i  and x l  — ^n+r(s)(4,  4+l)  
q s  = 1 for l s  ÇLT> and 1 < < r + 1 otherwise, and also 1 < <3%+1 < r. In addition, we 
specify that  the paths are possible.  Namely,  when q s  > 2 for  1  < 5 < k + 1,  
f"4 ' 'M 'q ,- l(X„-1=^)>P'< \=z)>p.  
Here, as in the definition of 70 ,  x^ = (x s 2 , . . .  ,x s  )  when q s  > 2, and r(s)  — 9tt-
Since the length of the connecting path from y to z is at most E { N ,  M )  (cf. Section 
6), we have 
> lim 
&+1 
l o g p E ( N , M )  i  1 ^  '  
~t~ /  j log t ( t l  -f- ^ ] qui hi  h+1 1 &(hi h+1 ) 1 ^n+r(s) ( h i  h + 1 ) )  
n  n 
s=0 
= 52 t(4,  h+1) = Uo(i , j )  
s=0 
from Assumption B. This finishes the proof. • 
Recall now the matrices { P * ( i )  :  i  G G )  with respect to Assumption C. 
Proposition 7.0.15 Suppose that  Assumption C holds.  Then,  for dist inct  i , j  G ( / ,  
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Proof.  The proof is similar to that of Proposition 7.0.14. As before, we show (7.1). 
Let now k and Lk — {% = /0, l\,..., lk, 4+1 — j} C {1,..., N + M} be such that 
Uo(i,j) = la+i)• Also, form the path vector x° = (x°,..., x°o) with q0 = r in 
Ci and state x\ E such that 
t ( n  —  l + (r + l),i,/1; z|) = t (n — 1 + (r + 1), (z, h))  
and 
lim^^^-log ^ -1'r(Xrx°) = linJ- \ogpn( i;  y ,  x°) 
+ logPn(%;%?,^) + --- +logPn(%;Zr-l,Zr) 
= 0. 
Such a vector x° exists from the primitivity of P*(i) .  
Similarly, form vectors x s  = (%',... in C;5 where q s  = 1 if Zs E Î), çs = r + 1 for 
1 < 5 < fc, and qk+i = r. Also specify that 
t ( n  —  1 +  ( s  + l)(r + I ) ,  l s ,  4+i; xr+n ^ i+1) = t (n  ~ 1 + (s + l)(r + 1), (/s, 4+i)) 
for 1 < 5 < k. In addition, the paths are chosen so 
lim^log^r^''^''"(%r = 4) = 0 
and 
lim- logfi \+^ r { k ) ' r(X r  =  ( x k 2 + \ z ) )  = 0 
n x i  
when q s  > 2, and x2  is as before. 
The rest of the proof follows in the same vein as Proposition 7.0.14. • 
Recall the cost % (1.10). 
Proposition 7.0.16 Suppose P is  such that  {P(i)  : i  E ND} are al l  primit ive.  Then,  
for distinct i,j E G, 
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Proof.  Analogous to Propositions 7.0.14 and 7.0.15, it is enough to check for each 
y € Ci and z G Cj that 
l im^o^log f(n, i , j - ,y ,z)  > T0( iJ) .  
Recall that p  is the smallest positive transition probability in { P ( i )  :  i  G Ç } .  We 
now follow the same argument of Proposition 7.0.15 except to substitute To for U0 and 
path probability conditions 
= J.) > Rr 
and 
= <f2t+1.2>) > p' X l  — 
in place of the corresponding path conditions in Proposition 7.0.15. 
Then, as in Proposition 7.0.14, 
^log7+(n,0,z)) 
> lim 
. l o g p E ( N M )  2  k + l  
+ - log t(n + 53 qu>/s' ,s+i)) 
n n 
s=0 
k + 1  
>5>(U*+i) =To{i , j ) .  
s=0 
This finishes the proof. • 
Recall the cost 71 (1.11). 
Proposition 7.0.17 For all  P,  and dist inct  i , j  € G(P),  we have 
Proof .  As with the other proofs in this section, it is enough to show for each y G Ci 
and z G Cj  that 
limi logT^n, î, j; y, z) = lim-!- I0g7°(n,z, j; y, z). 
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Further, as the constructions of 71 ( n J , j ; y , z )  and 7° ( n , i , j : x , y )  are the same, it is 
enough to prove, for each 1 < k < N + M — 2, Lk = {/0- /1 k-+i }• Qh = 
{<7o, -. . ,qk+1} and V k  = { z ° , . .  . ,x k + 1},  that 
limilogP(„_1,„)(X„"+rlt+1l = (x°,...,xt+1,.-)) 
= limllog^-1»(A'„0=î«) J] = .-) 
9S>2 
k 
•  J J  t ( n  +  r ( s ) ,  / s ,  l s + 1 ; x s q s , x l + 1 ) .  
s=0 
But, since also P(n-i,3/)(^n+r^+1^ = (x°,..., x h + 1 , z ) )  can be split into 
p(„.IiS)w+»-' = 1°) n p(„w,,,^')(^:«tw+1) = 4+1) 
0 < s < f c  
9s >2  
k 
s—0 
it then suffices to show 
—n l 0 g r ,"""1 , s ) ' ; ' '"+* ,~1  =  î°'  =  —n l°g/ ; ir1 ,™(-Y1 ,  = i°).  
- *$") - If"). 
when q s  > 2 for 0 < s < k and 
l°ë^(n+r(À;+l)-l,^fc+l)(^™+r(fc+l) = z) = 1^" log + ' ' (-%! = z)-
However, these statements are consequences of Proposition 2.0.3. • 
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CHAPTER 8. Proofs of Main Theorems 
We now prove Theorems 1.0.1, 1.0.2 and 1.0.3 by connecting together the statements 
of various propositions. In fact, from results in Section 7, one may prove Theorems 1.0.1 
and 1.0.3 from Theorem 1.0.2. 
Proof of  Theorem 1.0.1.  Suppose Theorem 1.0.2 holds. Then, from Propositions 
7.0.17 and 7.0.16, we have Jf-jq = < J75. Hence, the lower LD bound follows. The 
upper LD bound is the same as in Theorem 1.0.2. • 
Proof of  Theorem 1.0.3.  Suppose Theorem 1.0.2 holds. Then, from Propositions 
7.0.17, 7.0.14 and 7.0.15, we have that J7; = J75 < Ju0 under Assumption B or C. 
Hence, in this case, the LD lower bounds of Theorem 1.0.2 yield the lower bounds in 
Theorem 1.0.3. Connecting with the LD upper bounds of Theorm 1.0.2, we have the 
full LDP stated. • 
Proof of  Theorem 1.0.2.  By Corollary 2.0.4, the upper and lower large deviations of 
{Zn} under are the same as under {//"}. 
Upper Bound. Let F C be a Borel set. Let also ej, e2 > 0. Then, by Proposition 
6.0.12, we have 
1 1 
lim— log fi™(Zn  € F) < lim—log//, ei, e2"(Z„ € F, X n  has no repeat visits). 
We now have from Proposition 6.0.13, 
limlimlim^co-log f i"(e1 ,e2)(Zn  € T,  no repeat visits) < - inf §u0(z) .  
e24o ei4.o n  zer 
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Lower Bound. Let F C be a Borel set. If F° = 0, the bound is trivial. Other 
let Fx C r° be an open ball. We then have from Proposition 6.0.12. 
lim— log/u"(Zn 6 F) > Hm—log/2°"(Zn € Ti,Xn has no repeat visits). 
Now, from Proposition 6.0.13, we have 
iim^oo- log j l ln{Zn  € Fi, no repeat visits). > - inf J7^(2). 
n zgf 1 
Since Fi is an arbitrary open ball of F° we have that 
= — inf §Ti{z) 
zero ^ 
from Proposition 7.0.17. This finishes the proof. 
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CHAPTER 9. Examples 
In this section, we present three examples concerning possible LD behaviors of 
{Zn(f)} under ir,r({Pn}) € A(TT, P). The first shows that even if Assumption A is 
violated an LDP may hold with respect to some processes for some functions / and 
initial measures TT. 
The second example shows that the bounds in Theorem 1.0.1 may be achieved. 
The third example shows that it is possible an LDP cannot hold when one of the 
sub-matrices {P(z) : i £ Q} is periodic even if Assumption A is satisfied. In particular, 
this example shows the necessity of additional assumptions such as Assumption B or C 
to prove large deviation principles. 
Assumption A is Not Necessary for LDP 
Consider the two-state space S = {0,1} and initial distribution IT = (1/2,1/2). Let 
the one-dimensional function / : 2 —> R be given by /(0) = 1 and /( 1) = 0. 
For k  >  1, define transition matrices 
Ak = , and Bk = i - ( i r  #  i 
0 1 0 1 
and also matrices 
j 1 ,Â Ak = , and Bk 
(1 1 0 1 
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Then, for n > 1, let 
An for n even An for n even 
P n  =  and Pn — 
Bn for n odd B n  for n  odd. 
The limit matrix P  is the identity matrix /2, 
1 0 P  =  
0 1 
with two irreducible sets, Co = {0} and C\ = {!}. Both sets correspond to degenerate 
rate functions, 
Also, one sees clearly that r(0,1) = — log 3 < — log 2 = v(0,1), so Assumption A is 
not satisfied here. Of course, r(l, 0) = f(l,0) = —oo. 
We now identify the large deviations of { Z n ( f ) }  under P,r({Pn}). To be concrete, 
we focus on sets F = (a, b] for 0 < a < b < 1, as the analysis on other types of sets is 
similar. From Corollary 2.0.4, we need only consider the large deviations with respect 
to the sequence {//"} formed from Construction A with matrices {P„} and TT. 
By the "switching" ansatz, Theorem 3.0.4, we know that we need only consider those 
sequences for which Xn switches at most once between states 0 and 1. As before, let 
A(0) and A(l) be the events that Xn does not switch and switches exactly once between 
states 0 and 1 respectively. 
Since F is such that fi™(Zn € F, A(0)) = 0, and that the chain cannot switch from 
state 1 to 0, we have 
The event {A(l),Xi = 0,X„ = 1} C E" consists exactly of n — 1 paths, each 
switching at a distinct time 1 < i < n — 1. Denote the paths as {zn-,} where xnj! is 
^(Z»GF) = ^(^€F,A(1)) 
( Zn G F, A( 1), À'i — 0, Xn — 1 ). 
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the sequence which starts in 0 but switches to 1 at time 1 < i < n — 1. On such a 
sequence, xn>i, we have that Zn = i/n. Let = {1 < i < n : i/n £ F0}. Note also that 
Hl{Xn = xn<i) = 7r(0)[a(i)]'+1 where 
{1/2 for i even 1/3 for i odd. 
By Lemma 2.0.2, we have, independent of TT, that 
Hm^logK(Z, € F°,A(l),Xi = 0,%» = 1) 
= limmax^log^(xnjî) 
=  l i m m a x { l 0 g ( a ( [ a n j ) ) ,  l-Qn^ + 2 log(a([anJ + 1))} 
n n 
, 1 .  
= = -olog(2). 
Similarly, 
lim-lognl(Zn G F, A(l),À'i 0,xn  = 1) = -a log(2). 
A related analysis works for more general F, and so we have that { Z n { f ) }  satisfies a 
LDP with rate function 
z  log 2 z  £  [0,1) 
iï(z) = < 0 z  =  1 
oo otherwise. 
Bounds May Be Sharp 
This next example is constructed to demonstrate that the bounds in Theorem 3.0.5 
may be sharp. As before, let E = {0,1}, TT = (1/2,1/2), and /:£->• R be given by 
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li for 1 < i < 4 
for 2^ < i < 2^+^ 
A, for 2^+^ < z < 2^+% 
/(0) = 0 and /( 1) = 1. For k > 1, let 
I 2  for 1 < i  < 4 
P = { Ai for 22k < i < 22k+ï and Pi = 
B, for 22&+1 < % < 2^+^ 
where A,-, Bi, Âi, èi are defined in the last subsection. 
We compute now the large deviations of { Z n ( f ) } .  As before, we need only concen­
trate on the sequence {//"} formed from {Pk} and TT. We focus now on two types of sets 
(a, b) C (1/2,1] U [0,1/2), and (a, b) D {1/2} ^ 0. The analysis for other types of sets 
will be analogous. 
Let F be of the first type, say when F C (1/2,1], Then, following the previous 
example and using its notation, we have 
Hm-lognl{Zn <5 r°) = Km-log/x"(Z„ € r°,A(l),Ai = 0, Xn = 1). 
n  n  
The difference with the previous example, however, is that here the transition matrix 
changes type only after exponentially long time stretches. Hence, along the subsequence 
nk = 22k+2 for which Pi = Bi when n^/2 + 1 = 22k+1 + 1 < i < 22k+2, we have, since 
i > [(l/2)raj for i € F°, that 
Hm —logXXZnt EF°,A(l),Xi = 0,X,., = 1) 
nk 
1 
= Um
,7™a6Xr-^l0g":*(A~=^ 
= iim[(1"a)"tj log( 1/3) 
=  - ( 1  -  a )  log(3). 
Moreover, a moment's thought convinces that in fact 
lim—log[i™(Zn € r°) = —(1 — a)log(3). 
Similarly, considering the subsequence nk = 22fc+1 gives 
jrik il y 
lim-log)u"(Zn E r,A(l),X: = 0 , X n  =  1) =  — a  log(2). 
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However, for intervals F = (a, b )  which overlap 1/2, since the time stretch intervals 
on which the sequence {P,} is constant double progressively, the point 1/2 is a special 
case with similarities to the first example. In particular, we calculate 
iim-log/i"(Zn E r) = lim-log n"{Zn <E P) = -(1/2) log 2. 
n  n  
These calculations, and analogous ideas, give for any F that 
lim-log € r°) = — inf J ( z )  and lim-log ^ { Z n  € T°) = - inf J(~) 
i\ ^ 65 r n c ç r * 
where 
—  z )  log 3 for 2 € [0,1] \ {1/2} 
(1/2) log 2 for -s = 1/2 
0 2 = 0 
oo otherwise. 
On the other hand, since T(0, 1) = — log 3, v (0,1) = — log 2, and t ( k , (  1,0)) = 0 for 
all k > 1, we have for z Ç [0,1] that 
inf {-^log(^) + ^ /o(.T) + (l-(^)/i(2/)} 
o€[0,l] { x , y ) e D ( S , z )  O 
= -(l-z)logS, 
J(z) = ^ 
(1 —  z )  log 2 for z G (0,1] 
0 2 = 0 and J ( z )  =  
oo otherwise 
and 
J Wo (^0 = JenDf,s„,{-ilog<^+ SIo(x)+(1 -
= -(1- 2 )  log 2. 
Hence, for intervals F of the first type, the rates J  and J  give rise to exact expressions, 
and so the bounds of Theorem 3.0.5 may be sharp. 
Periodicity and Non-Existence of LDP 
In this example, we consider a limit matrix P  for which one of sub-matrices { P {  i  )  :  i  €  
Q} is periodic, and a process IFVT-PN}) € A(TT, P) and function / for which Assumption 
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A holds but Assumption B is violated. We show that for this process that an L D P  
cannot exist. 
For n  of the form n  = 1 + 3j for 0 < j  <  3^, and n  = 1 -f 3 i  for i  >  32' + 1 except 
when n = 3y + 1 for j > 5, let Pn, Pn+1 and Pn+2 be given respectively as 
I II 
3 3 3 
I II 3 3 3 
I II 3 3 3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 f(n,(2,3)) 
t ( n , ( x  4, zi)) 0 0 0 0 1 00 0 
t ( n , ( x 5 , x i)) 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 t ( n ,  (2,3)) 
0  0  0  0  0  | |  |  
0 0 0 0 0 0 I I I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 I I I 
I II 3 3 3 
I II 
3 3 3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 
3 3 3 t ( n  +  1 , ( 1 , 2 ) )  0  0  0  0  0  
t ( n  +  l,(x3,x!)) 0 0 0 1 0 t(n + 1,(2,3)) 0 0 
t ( n  + 1, (z4,£i)) 0 0 0 0 1 t ( n  + 1, (2.3)) 0 0 
Z(n +1, (25,21)) 0 0 1 00 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 | | | 
0 <(n + 1,(3,1)) 0 0 0 0 | || 
0  0 0  0 0 0  |  | |  
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For 
i 
3 
i 
3 |  0 f( n + 2,(l,2)) 0 0 0 0 
1 
3 
1 
3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 
3 
1 
3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
<(n + 2, 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
+2,(^4, Ii)) 0 0 0 0 1 0 l(n.+ 2.(2,3)) 0 
((n + 2, (a:5,zi)) 0 0 1 0 0 0 t ( n  + 2,(2,3)) 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 
i 
3 
1 
3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 
1 
3 
1 
3 
" + 2,(3,1)) 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 3 1 3 
n  =  32J + 1 for j > 5, let Pn+! and Pn+2 be defined as before, but now 
i 
3 
1 
3 
i 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 
3 
1 
3 
i 
3 0 0 £(«,(!,2)) 0 0 0 
1 
3 
1 
3 
1 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(a:3,Zi)) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 f(n,(2,3)) 
<(n,(T4,Zi)) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 f(n,(2,3)) 
^(n,(T5,Zi)) 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 %,(3,3)) 0 0 0 0 i 3 1 3 i 3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 
1 
3 
1 
3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 
1 
3 
1 
3 
let 
Here, the { t ( n , ( i , j ) ) }  and t ( n , ( x 3 , x i ) ) ,  t ( n ,  ( . t 4 , XI) ) ,  t ( n , ( x 5 , x i ) )  v a n i s h  a s  n  t oo. 
Let also S = {1,2,..., 9}, and let TT be the uniform distribution on S. The limit 
matrix P associated to {P„} corresponds to three sets, C\ — {1,2,3}, Ci = {4,5,6} and 
Cz = {7,8,9}. Let now / be a one dimensional function on the state space such that 
/(I) = /(2) = /(3) = 1, /(4) = /(5) = /(6) = 2, and /(7) = /(8) = /(9) = 3. To 
understand the large deviation behavior of Zn(f ) with respect to 7iv({Pn}) it is enough 
to work with the measures {//"} constructed from {Pn} (Corollary 2.0.4). 
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First, the rate functions on the three sets are degenerate, 
( 0 : if z = i 
I.-M = < 
I oo : otherwise 
for i = 1,2,3. 
Second, to completely describe the dynamics, we now make the following assump­
tions. 
u(l,2) = T(l,2) 
= 0, 
u(n,(2,3)) = T(n, (2,3)) 
= A, 
lim^ log~(n' (2' 3)) = —^ log£(n,(2,3)) 
= + 4 
t ( n ,  (3,1)) = 0 for all n  
We now focus on sets of the form F = [2 + e, 2 + 2e], where e < | is small. Note that 
the only n-words xn such ^ YhLi /(x») S F are those that visit Cl5 C2, 63 in succession, 
or those that visit C2 and C3 in succession. No word that remains solely in a closed set 
can have an average that falls in F. 
We now examine Mog f J - ™ ( Z n  G F) along the sequence 
1 - 2e/l 
nu = 3' /(: 
For this subsequence, let 
A(nk) be the set of n^-words xnk that visit all three closed sets, are 
such that ^ Y^i=1 fixi) € F, and only spend one time unit in C2. 
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Thus, A ( n k )  is the set of n^-words that remain in C \  until time 32\ and then switch to 
C3, spending one unit of time in C2. Then, if xnk G A(nfc), 
n k  
2 + € < 
-I "K
"*7=. 
q2 o2k 
* ^ + (1-^»3 
= 2 + 2e, 
for nk large enough. In addition, if we define 
B ( n )  as those words that begin in C2, and then move to C3. 
then the only n^-words xnk that visit two closed sets, and are such that ^ YH*=\ /(•''<) G 
T ,  b e l o n g  t o  B ( n ) .  
Then some simple calculations show that, with 6 ( e )  =  and A n  being the event 
that states Ci, C2, and C3 are visited in succession, 
lim — log ^ "k (Z„k G F, Ank ) fc->oo nk 
= lim — log//£*(Znfc G T, A ( n k ) )  
n k -+  oo  r i f c  
> - inf _ -<y(c){lim^log<(A:,(l,2)) + lim ^  log (2, 3))} 
( x , y ) e D ( S ( t ) ,  r) & K 
+ + (1 - ^(6))l3(!/), 
= 5(e){lim^logt(/c,(l,2)) + lim i log £( k ,  (2, 3))} - £(e)Ii(l) - (1 -
= 5(e) lim ^  log t(k, (2,3)) 
= (1 - 4e)(A + -) 
> (1 — 4e)A 
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since (1,3) € D(5(e), F). 
On the other hand, we know that, with r(e) = 1 — 4e, for any nm sequence, 
lim — log/C(Z^Er\g(nm)) 
m->oo nm 
< lim — log/z"m(Z„m gF, B(nm)) 
nwoo nm 
< - inf inf _ -51im—log t(m, (2,3)) + 5/2(x) + (1 - 5)/3(y). (9.1) 
<$€[0,1] {x , y)eD(&,V) m 
< T(e)lim^logZ(m,(2,3))-T(c)/2(2)-(l-T(c))73(3), (9.2) 
= -r(e) lim — log t ( m ,  (2,3)) 
= (l-4c)A. (9.3) 
Equation (9.1) follows from decomposing the path. But, (9.2) requires justification. As 
I2 and I3 are degenerate, we need only consider (x,y) = (2,3) and note that r(e) is the 
smallest S such that (2,3) G D(S, F). 
This work implies that 
limn_).oo^log PviZn G F) 
= limïl_+00^-log{PT(Zn G F, A(n)) + Pn(Zn G T, B ( n ) ) }  (9.4) 
= limri^co^-log{P7r(Zn G T, A(n)) (9.5) 
> limn^.00^log{P7r(ZnA. G F,A(nfc)) 
= 5(e){lim ^  log t ( k ,  (1,2)) + lim j- log t ( k ,  (2,3))} 
= 5(e) lim ^  log t(k, (2,3)) 
= (1 - 4e)(A + |) 
> (l-4e)A. 
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Equation (9.4) holds because we may restrict to at most one visit to each state, and 
then further restrict to those words that are in F. Equation (9.5) follows from comparing 
terms and Lemma 2.0.2. 
Now, let F(0) = (2 + e — 6 , 2 + 2e + â ) ,  6  > 0. Then, some simple counting shows that 
Dmn_»0O^log PA.Zn G r°) < lim^oo^log PAZn € r) 
< G r(0)) 
< Iim64.o lim —log Pn(Znk G r(g)) 
nk-yco rik 
< r(e) lim ^  log t ( k ,  (2,3)) (9.6) 
=  ( 1  —  4  t ) A ,  
Equation (9.6) implies that no LDP may exist. If one were to exist with rate function 
I then 
(1-4t ) A  > Iin^0limn^œ-Uog P 7 , ( Z n  G r(0)) 
> limg;o- mf /(%) 
( y )  
> — inf/(x) 
xgr 
> limn^œ - log Pv(Zn G L) 
> (1 — 4e) A. 
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CHAPTER 10. Comments on the Metropolis Algorithm 
The Metropolis procedure is a stochastic algorithm to find the global minimum of 
a function H : S —> R.. When the state space S is large, the landscape corresponding 
to the graph of H can become quite complex. Typically, all one knows about H in 
most situations is comparative information, say whether the function value at a point is 
more or less than at a "neighboring" point. The principle of "steepest descent" can be 
applied here where one iterates the position of a walk which always picks the next point 
with lowest function value or energy. The problem however is that this deterministic 
algorithm may settle into local minima. The idea of the Metropolis algorithm is to follow 
a Markov chain on E which approximates "steepest descent" but allows some movement 
onto states with larger function value or energy. As time progresses the chance of such 
movement vanishes, and so the implicit Markov chain is non-homogeneous. Interestingly, 
under some assumptions it can be shown that the Markov chain converges in some sense 
to the global minimum set (cf. Proposition 10.0.19). See [8] for a good introduction. 
We now describe more precisely the Metropolis algorithm. 
Let G be a symmetric irreducible stochastic matrix on S. Let also d„ —>• oc be a 
d ivergent sequence of positive numbers. Define transition matrices Pn — {p„(z, j)} for 
n > 1 by 
0(w)exp(-^#(j)-*(%))+ ifzfj 
1 
- Ej^Pn(z',j) if i = j  
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Note that 
1-£?»(;, j) = - 5>(,,j)exp{-A,(.ffti) - H(,)U] 
= G(t,<) + 5^G(l,i) 1 - e(-»-CU)-H('))t 
Then, we see that the transition scheme can be interpreted as first choosing a candidate 
s t a t e  j  a c c o r d i n g  t o  G ,  a n d  t h e n  c h o o s i n g  t o  m o v e  t o  j  w i t h  p r o b a b i l i t y  e x p { — / 3 n ( H ( j )  —  
H(i))+} and rejecting otherwise. 
Now observe, as (3n —> oo, 
Therefore the Metropolis set-up defines a non-homogeneous Markov chain on S with 
t r a n s i t i o n  k e r n e l s  { P n }  w h i c h  c o n v e r g e  t o  a  l i m i t  m a t r i x  P .  W e  n o w  d e c o m p o s e  P  
into sets V, M and M. Note that a state i £ S can only belong to a set whose sub-
m a t r i x  b e l o n g s  e x a c t l y  t o  o n e  o f  V ,  M  o r  M .  A l s o ,  t h e  " l e v e l "  s e t  C  =  { y  :  G ( x , y )  >  
0 and H(y) = H(x)} is the irreducible set containing x. We now describe when the 
states in C correspond to the three types. 
A state x  belongs to a stochastic set exactly when H ( x )  = min{ H ( y )  :  G ( x , y )  > 0} 
is a local minimum. 
A state x  belongs to a "non-degenerate" transient set corresponding to A/\ that is 
later returns are possible before eventual absorption into a stochastic set, exactly when 
H ( x )  i s  n o t  a  l o c a l  m i n i m u m  a n d  e i t h e r  G ( x , x )  >  0  o r  G { x , y )  >  0  w h e r e  H ( y )  =  H ( x ) .  
The degenerate states associated to T> are those points which do not allow later re­
turns. In particular, x is a degenerate transient state when H(x) is not a local minimum, 
lim G(,',j)exp{-/?(n)(//(j) - H ( i ) ) + ]  =  <  H ( i ) )  
where 1 ( B )  is the indicator of B .  It follows that 
i f ^ j  
G(i,=) + EJ#, > H ( , ) )  if , = j  
G ( x ,  x )  =  0, and if G ( x , y )  > 0 we have H ( y )  ^  H ( x ) .  
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We now discuss the rate of convergence Pn —ï P. Observe for l<i^j<N + M 
and x G Ci and y G Cj that 
-(#(%) - if > 0 
— oo if G ( x ,  y )  = 0 
with analogous expressions for "lim." Therefore, 
lim^log*(n,i, j - , x , y )  =  
if lim/?n / n  exists then (LIM) holds and so Assumption A and B are satisfied. 
Also, we comment that if G ( x ,  x )  >  0 for x  G S then there are no degenerate transient 
states, that is V = 0, and all submatrices in Q are primitive. In particular, (PRM) holds 
when Assumption A is satisfied. 
One can then infer the three types of LD behavior mentioned in the introduction. 
Proposition 10.0.18 Assume lim/3„/n = (3 exists. Then, the Metropolis chain displays 
three different types of behavior, depending upon whether (3 = 0 (trivial), (3 G (0, oo) 
(intermediate) or (3 = oo (stationary). 
However, when does one have "convergence" in the Metropolis algorithm? The 
following classical result specifies some conditions (see [8]). 
Proposition 10.0.19 Let Emin be the set of global minima of H. Let also l3n —> oo and 
let 7T be a distribution on S. Then, there is a constant C = C(H) such that 
lim f ^ ( X n  G 2min) = 1 4* £n>i exp(~C(3n) = oo. 
n—• oo ~ 
So, it seems one needs to take (3n ~ log n to ensure asymptotic convergence in prob­
ability. In practice, however, such "cooling" is too slow computationally, and frequently 
"exponential" schedules are used, that is when (3n ~ n. Then, although in the optimal 
case, the large deviations of Zn(f) are of the "trivial" variety, it seems that some non-
trivial large deviation rates apply in the more practical case. It would be interesting to 
explore further these issues. 
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CHAPTER 11. Appendix 
Proof of Lemma 2.0.1 
We consider separately the situations when 8 E (0,1] and 8 — 0. 
Case 8 > 0. We now identify two scenarios. The first case is when tn > 8 infinitely 
often (i.o) for n > 1. Then, we define tn = maxs>nts and observe that {£„}„>i fulfills 
the required conclusions. 
In the second case, t n  <  8  eventually. Let N  be such that t n  <  8  for all n  >  N .  For 
n < N, define tn = max{5, maxi<s<yv t(s)}. It is clear that {tn}n>i satisfies the claim. 
Case 5 = 0. The proof is split into four subcases. 
Subcase 1: logt n / n  >  lim(log t n ) / n  i . o .  a n d  t n  e v e n t u a l l y  v a n i s h e s .  Let N be the 
smallest integer such that t(n) = 0 for n > iV. If N = 1, let în = e~"2 for n > 1. If 
N > 2, let tn = maxi<g<jv-i ts for 1 < n < N — 1, and în = e~n2ti for all n > N. Then, 
tn is a positive monotonie sequence dominating tn such that 
log t n  TT—log lim = lim = —oo. 
n  n  
Subcase 2: log t n / n  > limlogtn/n i.o., and tn > 0 i.o. In this case, we have for each 
n > 1 that sup^>n log tnjn is attained on some j > n. Accordingly, let {>„} be a st rictly-
increasing subsequence such that 
sup 
j>n  J  J n  
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First, for 1  <  i  <  j i ,  let £,• = sup1<t<Jl U .  Then, for j m  <  i  <  j m + i  and m > 1, let 
û = exp«!^)} = 
Jm  Jm  î  
Now, by definition, when jm < i < jm+1, 
exp{,(l^ - ÏSÎ1)} > 1 
Jm  1  
and so U > t{. 
Also, ti is monotonically decreasing: For I < k, let mi and be integers such that 
jmi ^ I ^ Jmi+it and jmk ^ k <C Jmjc+i • Then, 
^ = exp{k(!%^) - < exp{(k - < 1. 
t l  J m k  Jmi  Jm k  
In fact, ti vanishes as i t oo: Write, for jm < i < jm+1, that 
f, = exp{t(^^")) < explog^ = ^  0. 
Jm  
Finally, again by definition, 
lim = lim ^ = lim sup ^ '°g Ln—too 
n-too Tl oo Jmn n-¥oo j>n J 11 
This finishes Subcase 2. 
Subcase 3 : (logt n ) / n  < limn_K>0(logfn)/n eventually,and lim„_>co(logt n ) j n  < 0. 
L e t  N be such that (log tn)/n < lim(log tn)/n for n> N, and let t = lim(log tn)/n < 0. 
Define ti = ti for 1 < i < N. Now, from the assumptions of Subcase 3, 
Y-— logL r log t3 lim^oo = lim max —:—. 
n B->oo N<j<n J 
Let {jn} be a subsequence, tending to infinity, where 
log 4 log 
max 
Define tjn as 
1 ^ logZj. 
exp{jn(< - —Z T^-)} = exp{;„/ - f) 
Jn Jn 
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and let în = tn for n > N otherwise. 
By construction, t n  <  t n ,  as t  —  t / j n  —  logt j „ / j n  > 0. Also, t n  vanishes as t ) n  =  
exp{jnt — t} vanishes since t < 0. 
But, also, as logt j n / j n  =  t  -  t / j n ,  
TT— log t n  log t j n  t  log t n  h m ^ - ioo = lim —:— = lim (t —-) = t = lim^co . 
n n-yoo jn n-Kx Jn n 
Monotonicity of t n  is not evident however. But, log t n / n  >  lim^oolog t n / n  i.o. as 
— j- > 0, and this places us back in Subcase 2, finishing Subcase 3. 
Subcase 4-' log t n / n  <  lim^^eventually, and lim^oolog tn/n = 0. Let t { n , S )  =  
e ~nStn. Then, lim^oolog^n, S)/n = —S. Thus, from Subcase 3, there exists {t(n, 5)}n>i 
satisfying the lemma with respect to {t(n, 5)}n>i- However, then {en5£(n, 5)}n>i also sat­
isfies the lemma with respect to the sequence tn = enSt(n, 8) for n > 1. This finishes 
Subcase 4. • 
An Extended Gartner-Ellis Theorem 
Let {jj,n : n > 1} be a sequence of non-negative measures with respect to Borel sets 
on Rd. We say that {yun}n>i satisfies an extended large deviation principle with rate 
function I if I is lower semi-continuous, I : Rd —>• (—oo, oo], and such that for all Borel 
sets B we have 
— inf E(x) < lim—log f j . n ( B )  
xeB° ' ~ n 
< lim— log f i n ( B )  
n 
< — in£I(x). (11.1) 
x çB 
We now describe some conditions under which this extended LDP holds. 
For A G Rd, define the extended real number An(A) = log JRd e(x'x)d(j,n(x). and also 
define 
A(A) = lim —A„(nA) (11.2) 
n—too u 
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provided the limit exists in the extended sense. When the limit exists, A(-) is called the 
extended pressure of the sequence {//„}. 
Consider now the following condition on {//„} which is a version of ''essential smooth­
ness" (cf. [9]). 
Assumption E 
1. For all A 6 Rd, A(A) exists as an extended real number in (—oo, oo]. 
2. Let D\ = {A : —oo < A(A) < oo}. Let D°h be non-empty and suppose 0 E D°k. 
3. A(-) is differentiate throughout D°A. 
4. When {An} C D°K converges to a boundary point of D\, we have |VA(An)| oo. 
5. A(A) is a lower semi-continuous function. 
The standard Gartner-Ellis theorem can now be stated (cf. [9]). 
Proposition 11.0.20 Let {z/n} be a sequence of probability measures which satisfy As­
sumption E. Then, {vn~} satisfies (11.1) with rate function I which is the Legendre trans­
form of A. 
We now state the main result of the section. 
Proposition 11.0.21 L e t  { f i n }  b e  a  s e q u e n c e  o f  m e a s u r e s  s a t i s f y i n g  A s s u m p t i o n  E .  
Then, (11-1) holds with rate function I which is the Legendre transform of the extended 
pressure A. 
Moreover, I can be decomposed as the sum of the rate function for a, probability 
sequence and a constant. 
Proof. By Assumption E, with A = 0, we have that 
— log/i„(R^) —y A(0) E R. 
Consider now, for n > 1, the probability measures ur,.(•) = jj,n(-)//j,n(Rd). The pressure 
of the sequence {i/n} is calculated as A(-) — A(0). Since Assumption E holds for A(• ). 
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it also holds for the shifted function A(-) — A(0). Therefore, by Proposition 11.0.20. we 
have that {un} satisfies (11.1) with rate function I given by 
I(x) = sup{(A,x) - (A(A) - A(0))} 
A 
= sup{(A, x) — A(A)} + A(0). 
A 
Let now I1(a:) — supA{(A, x) — A(A)}, so that Ij = I — A(0). 
However, observe that //„(•) = /j,n(Rd)un(-), and so translating everything back in 
terms of the pn sequence we get that (1.4) holds for {//„} sequence with rate function 
Ii. • 
We now establish (1.4). Let P be a non-negative matrix on E, and let Pc be an 
irreducible sub-matrix of P corresponding to C C S. Let also / : E —y Rd be a function 
on the state space and let p(C,A;/) be the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of He./ (cf. 
(1.2)). For a measure TT concentrated on C, define p,n(B) = P,,(Zn(f) 6 B.X„ E C71 ) 
for Borel sets B and n > 1. 
Corollary 11.0.5 The sequence {^n} satisfies (11.1) with rate function I equal to the 
Legendre transform of log p(C, A; /). 
Proof. We follow the work in [9]. By definition, the extended pressure of {fin} equals 
lim — log A„(nA) = lim — log [ e(A<E/(A',))^p^ 
= limilog(7r'(nc,A)"l) 
Since He,A is an irreducible matrix, the eigenvalue p ( C ,  A) possesses a right Perron-
Frobenius eigenvector u(A) with positive entries. Let a and b be the smallest and largest 
entries. Then, 
log(7r*(nc,Ari) < logfjVciW'Y) < llog(l7rY) + logXC,A) 
and similarly, log(7rt(nc,A)nl) > log p ( C ,  A)+o(l). Hence, lim(log A„(nA))/n = log p(C,\). 
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Now, by the comments of Section 3.1 [9] which use Lancaster 7.7.1 [18], we have 
that log p(C, A) satisfies Assumption E. Therefore, we may apply Proposition 11.0.21 to 
finish. • 
Proof of Lemma 2.0.2 
Recall that I is the Legendre transform 
I ( x )  = sup {(A, x )  — A(A)} 
where A(A) = log(/o(A)) and p(A)) = p(C, A) is the the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of 
the irreducible matrix lie,A-
I is not identically oo. Standard Perron-Frobenius theory guarantees that p(A) has 
multiplicity 1 and is positive for all A G Rd. Then, by Theorem 7.7.1 [18], the Perron-
Frobenius eigenvalue is analytic for all A ; G Rd. Thus, A(A) = log(p(A)) is analytic, 
since the log function is analytic. In particular, A(A) is infinitely differentiate. 
Let now x = VA(0). Then, by Theorem 23.5 [23], 
n(z) = sup{(A,VA(0)-A(A)} 
AGRd 
= (0,VA(0)-A(0)} 
= A(0) < oo. 
Convexity on Qc• Since A(A) (cf. (11.2)) is the limit of a sequence of convex 
functions, it is convex itself. Then, by standard arguments the Legendre transform I is 
convex. 
Lower semi-continuity. Since I — A(0) is the rate function for a probability sequence 
by Proposition 11.0.21, we have that I — A(0) is lower semicontinuous. Hence, I is lower 
semi-continuous. 
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Qc is convex. Let x,y € Qc- The convexity of I implies that I(| + |) < < 
oo. So convexity of Qc is a result of Fs convexity. 
The domain of finiteness Qc is a subset of B(0, V5||/||œ)- For A G Rd. the Perron-
Frobenius eigenvalue p(A) is bounded 
exp(-||A||,(max|/i|)lj) <  p ( A) < exp(||A||, (max\ f t \ ) l d )  % I 
where ||A|| = {|Ai|,..., |Aj|} because 
exp(-||A||, (max |^|)ld)fb < He,A < exp(||A||, (max\ f i \ ) l d ) P c  % % 
(cf. Theorem 1.1 [24]). 
Now let x be such that Xj > max,-1/,-| for some 1 < j < d. Then, let A-'-0 Ç R^ be 
such that Af° = 0 for i / j and Aj'a = a G R. We have then 
sup{(A,a)-A(A)} > sup{(A,z)-(||A||,(max |/,|)rj)} 
AeRd AeRd ' 
I 
>  a x j  —  a  max 
By taking a t oo, we have that I(x) = oo. Similarly, if Xj < — max, |/j|, then I(x) — oo. 
Thus, I(z) < oo implies |x| < Vdmax,-1/,-|, and so Qc C B(0, Vd\\f\\oo)-
4- The domain of finiteness Qc is a compact set. If I can be shown to be uniformly 
bounded on Qc, then the lower semicontinuity of I will imply that Qc is closed. Also, 
since it was shown above that Qc is bounded, Qc will then be compact. 
Let G = {x : I(X) < — logp}. By the lower semi-continuity of I, G is a closed set. 
Let x0 G Gc. We show that I(x0) = oo, and hence Qc C G. Since Gc is open. Let 
B — B(xo; 8) C G° be a closed ball around xq with some radius 8 > 0. If now 
1 
lim— log Pw(Zn G B) > -oo, 
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then there exists a sequence { x n k }  such that f ( x i ) / n k  G B and P,T ( X n  =  x n k )  >  0. 
But, we have Pn{Xn = xnk) > pnk where p is the smallest positive entry in Pc- This 
implies that 
lim — log Pv{Znk G (3) > log p. 
Hence, using the large deviation upper bound, 
-1(B) = -1(B) 
> lim^-logP7r(Zn G B) 
> log p. 
But, since I is lower semi-continuous, 1(B) = I(zi) on some point xx in the compact set 
B. Hence, 1(B) > — log p. 
Therefore, we must have that 
—oo — lim— log F v ( Z n  G B) 
> lim^-logP7r(Zn G B) 
> -I(B°). 
Hence, I(x0) = oo. 
5. I is uniformly continuous on Qc- The convexity of E implies that I restricted to 
Qc is continuous, and since Qc is compact, is moreover uniformly continuous. • 
Proof of Lemma 2.0.3 
For A G recall the tilted matrix H_\j(%, j) and p( A) = p( A; f) the Perron-Frobenius 
eigenvalue of Ha,/ (1.2). Denote by v\ the right Perron-Frobenius eigenvector correspond­
ing to p(A) with positive entries with L2 norm equal to 1. Also, recall for x £ Rd that I 
takes the form, 
I(x) = sup {(A, x) - log /9(A)}, 
AeRd 
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(1.3) and let Q be the domain of finiteness of I. Also, write IT as 7r = {7r(j) : j £ £} and 
let 
TT\ = : j G S}. 
In addition, for 6 > 0, define Ij(œ) = min{I(x) — 5, |}, Since I is uniformly continuous 
on Q (cf. Lemma 2.0.2), let as be such that |iï(x) — I{y)\ < S when |x — y| < as and 
e Q. 
Now, for y G fi, pick \y € such that 
- A(A„) > Ef(i/). 
Choose also 0 <  p y  <  a s  such that py|Ay| < S ,  and consider B ( y \ p y )  the ball about y  
with radius py. We then have 
K(Z ;~ '  €  B (y ,p , ) )  =  f  e dz )  
J  zeB(y,py) 
V x e B(y;py) / J  
= 
exp(-,ei^,„,t"(A»-T»)<n":ir'î' 
from some standard manipulations (cf. p. 74 [9]); when n = 1, 11"^1 is the identity. 
Since 
- inf MAp,z)} = - inf + 
x& B (y, p y )  x£ B (y, p y )  
we have further that 
'
F (ZS ' 1  E B ( y - , P , ) )  < I rl in;>-iriE |exp{n(»-(A„, !z))} 
1 
< max{ rrr}/ '}exp{7i(^-(A^v/))j. 
As f l  is compact, we may cover fî by N ( f l , 5 )  balls, p V t )  : 1 < i  <  N ( Q , , 5 ) } .  
Let now fl1 C fi be a compact subset. There is then finite subcover of 0, consisting 
of a subset of the balls which covered $1, namely {B(yi\pyi) : 1 < N(Qi,5)} where 
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N ( C l i , 8 )  <  N ( f l , 8 ) .  However, the points {y,- : 1 < i  <  N ( C l i , S ) }  may not all be in f?i. 
But, since the radius pVt < a$ uniformly, we can find points {y,- : 1 < i < N(Qi,5)} in 
f 2 i  w h e r e  | y t -  —  y , - |  <  c t ( 5 )  f o r  a l l  1  <  i  <  N ( £ l i , 8 ) .  
Let 
F(y) = 
Then, 
V^{Zq G fli) < N(Q.i,8) max F(ys)exp{n8}exp{-nls{ys)} 
=  N ( i l i , 8 )  max' F ( y s ) e x p { n 8 } e x p { - n m m { l ( y s )  — 5, 7}} 
s=l 0 
<  N ( £ l i , 8 )  max'p(ys)exp{n5}exp{-nmin{I[(ys) — 25, ^}} 
S=1 0 
<  N ( C l i , 8 )  max)F(ys)exp{—nmin{I(ys) - 38, \ - <5}} 
s=l 0 
< 1V(Q,5) max' F ( y s )  exp{—nmin{I(Qi) — 35, \ — 5}} 
s=l 0 
<  N ( i l , 8 )  max' exp{—n min{I(fZ1) — 35, ^ — 35}} 
s=i 5 
= N(Cl,8) max' F(ys) exp{3n5} exp{—n min{I(f2i), ^ }}. 
s=i 5 
Now observe that for each fixed 5 that 
lim -log^(f),5) max'max{z/rX*)}^L = 0-
n—yoo  77, 5=1 % ys ys 
Hence, we can find a sequence 8n < 1 / 0  for all n  >  1 which vanishes, 8„ I  0. such that 
Dn = Ar(n,5»)^%'max{i/^(*)}7r^^,)0(!/,)"^exp{3n5n} = 
Let now C ( Q ,  1; P, 9 )  = D 1 and C(fî, m; P ,  0 )  =  max{Z)i,..., D m } .  It is easy to see 
t h a t  C ( $ l ,  n ;  P ,  0 )  =  A l s o ,  b y  c o n s t r u c t i o n ,  C ( S l , n \  P , 0 )  i s  n o n - d e c r e a s i n g  i n  n .  .  
Further, we have that 
G Hi) < C(n;n,P,9)exp{-nI*(fli)} 
finishing the proof. • 
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